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The Internet of Things (IoT) revolution has brought along with it billions of always 
on, always connected devices and sensors, associated with which are huge amounts of data 
that must be transmitted to an off-chip host for classification. However, sending these large 
volumes of unprocessed data incurs large latency and energy penalties which impairs the 
energy efficiency of resource constrained IoT systems. Moving computations to the sensor  
offers the potential to improve performance and energy efficiency of the end application. 
The objective of the presented research is to explore sensor integrated computing 
which allows the deployment of smart sensors capable of performing computations in-
field. Initially, we introduce the design of a 3D-stacked image sensor with integrated deep 
learning, which uses the advantages of 3D integration to increase sensor fill factor, simplify 
routing, increase parallelism, and enhance memory capacity. Through an exploration of the 
design space we investigate how the system architecture and resource constraints can 
dictate system metrics such as the optimum energy efficiency configuration and accuracy-
throughput tradeoffs. Next, we examine technology based solutions to further enhance 
system performance through the use of 3D stacked digital sensors with in-pixel ADCs, and 
explore how emerging device based processing-in-memory neural accelerators can offer 
superior energy efficiency. Furthermore, the various circuit issues involved with the design 
of these sensor based systems are investigated through the discussion of post-silicon results 
from an image sensor SOC with integrated energy harvesting. The dissertation concludes 
with a discussion on how energy harvesting sensors can be used to achieve energy neutral 
self-powered systems capable of operating solely with harvested energy. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Connected pervasive devices with sensing, processing and communication 
capabilities, often referred to as the Internet of Things (IoT), are emerging as a key driver 
of the future growth of electronics. From smart home automation hubs to connected 
appliances to wearable technology, IoT is set to permeate and connect every aspect of our 
lives. In an IoT environment, a sensor (edge) captures and sends data to a distant processing 
engine (host) where the actual processing and computation take place. The problem with 
such an approach is that no in-field decision making takes place, and sending unprocessed 
(large volume) data to the host typically incurs large latency and energy penalties, 
especially for low-bandwidth channel as in remote sensing via wireless networks. Moving 
a part, or the entirety, of these computations on to the sensor side will offer energy 
efficiency advantages while simultaneously improving throughput.  
 3D integration has shown significant benefit for design of image sensors. 3D 
stacking of photodiode and read-out circuits (e.g. ADC) in separate layers facilitates very 
high-speed imaging by enabling parallel data transfer between pixel array and ADC. 
Moreover, eliminating peripheral circuits from the pixel-array layer also significantly 
increases the fill factor of imagers. On the processing side, recent advances in deep neural 
networks have demonstrated significant success in solving complex computer 
classification problems such as image classification, and 3D integration also shows 
promise for the implementation of these neural networks on chip. 3D stacking of memory 
with a specialized logic layer for neural computation results in energy-efficient deep neural 
network (DNN) engines by enabling high bandwidth and concurrent access between 
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compute and data (synaptic weights and neuron states). The highly concurrent memory 
access successfully leverages the highly parallel nature of neural computations. 
The primary focus of this thesis is to explore the interaction between architecture, 
technology, and circuits, and delve into how these parameters impact the system level 
design and performance of sensor based systems. 
1.1 Thesis Objective and Organization 
The objective of the presented research is to explore sensor integrated computing 
which allows the deployment of smart sensors capable of performing computations in-
field. Initially, we introduce the design of a 3D-stacked image sensor with integrated deep 
learning, which uses the advantages of 3D integration to increase sensor fill factor, simplify 
routing, increase parallelism, and enhance memory capacity. Through an exploration of the 
design space we investigate how the system architecture and resource constraints can 
dictate system metrics such as the optimum energy efficiency configuration and accuracy-
throughput tradeoffs. Next, we examine technology based solutions to further enhance 
system performance through the use of 3D stacked digital sensors with in-pixel ADCs, and 
explore how emerging device based processing-in-memory neural accelerators can offer 
superior energy efficiency. Furthermore, the various circuit issues involved with the design 
of these sensor based systems are investigated through the discussion of post-silicon results 
from an image sensor SOC with integrated energy harvesting. The dissertation concludes 
with a discussion on how energy harvesting sensors can be used to achieve energy neutral 
self-powered systems capable of operating solely with harvested energy. The dissertation 
is organized as follows. 
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CHAPTER 2 establishes background and goes over the previously published 
literature relevant to the presented research. 
CHAPTER 3 presents the basic Neurosensor architecture and lays out the design 
details of the various component blocks. Detailed power and performance analysis is 
performed for two configurations of the system under limited (sensor-host) bandwidth 
scenarios, and DNN partitioning for optimum energy efficiency is explored. In addition, a 
noise model for the sensor is developed, and the associated trade-offs between system 
throughput and neural network classification accuracy is investigated. 
CHAPTER 4 extends the work presented in the previous chapter, and explores the 
design of a massively parallel, high throughput digital image sensor. To take advantage of 
the high throughput enabled by digital pixels, an emerging device based processing-in-
memory (PIM) architecture is investigated as a possible option for the neural accelerator 
tier. The impact of in-memory computation as well as digital sensors are evaluated through 
power and performance analysis for various configurations of the system. 
CHAPTER 5 introduces the design of a 2D image sensor SOC with an image sensor 
array that can be configured to operate in either imaging or harvesting mode. The sensor 
captures, converts and compresses images under imaging mode, and under harvesting 
mode, turns effectively into a solar cell from which energy can be harvested. Post silicon 
results from the chip are presented, along with a discussion about how the various 
shortcomings can be overcome. Finally, measurement results from a revised version of the 
SOC, based on findings from the previous chip, are presented. 
 4 
CHAPTER 6 offers concluding remarks, summarizes the dissertation, and includes a 
brief discussion on future research direction. 
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND & LITERATURE SURVEY 
2.1 3D Integrated Image Sensors 
 3D integration offers numerous advantages which include increased parallelism, 
wide bandwidth interconnects, decreased system footprint, and routing overhead reduction 
(leading to latency and power optimization) [1-4]. While all these advantages carry over to 
image sensors, the principal advantage of 3D integration in the context of image sensors is 
that it can enable high fill factor imagers [5]. This can be accomplished by having the top 
tier composed entirely of pixels (or photodiodes) and pushing the analog to digital 
converters and/or readout circuits to the bottom tier(s) [6, 7]. Therefore for the same 
footprint as a 2D configuration, increased resolution can be achieved. Another added 
advantage of 3D stacking is the opportunity for heterogeneous integration [8-10], which 
allows the fabrication of the imager and A/D conversion layers in different process nodes, 
thus combining optimal photosensitivity (for imager tier) with scaling advantages (for the 
other tiers). In this section we are going to briefly go over the numerous works investigating 
various design methodologies and configurations for 3D image sensor design.  
 The authors of [11-13] presented a block parallel image sensing and processing 
architecture which consisted of a CMOS image sensor (CIS) layer, Correlated Double 
Sampling (CDS) layer, and ADC layer, connected through back-side TSVs. Each image 
frame was 320×240 pixels divided into 20×15 image processing blocks, with all blocks 
operating in parallel. Each block contained 255 pixels, one CDS circuit and one ADC 
circuit connected through TSV. This system also used heterogenous integration, with the 
ADC layer being fabricated in 90nm technology and the other layers at 180nm. 
 Zhang et al. [14] demonstrated one of the first examples of 3D image sensors with 
integrated feature extraction. The imager contained 64×96 pixels, fabricated in 180nm 
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FDSOI process, and consisted of three tiers connected through inter-tier vias – with the top 
tier being photodiodes, the second tier containing pixel reset transistor, in-pixel buffer and 
row and column scanners, and the bottom tier containing computation circuits including 
analog memory and resistor network. Although this system could perform contour 
extraction or temporal differencing, a shortcoming of this system was that feature 
extraction required off-chip subtraction. 
 Sukegawa et al. [15] demonstrated one of the first mainstream commercial 3D 
image sensors (Sony Exmor RS series). The imager had an effective resolution of 8MP, 
and contained two tiers – the top tier contained back-illuminated CIS pixels and ADC 
comparators, fabricated in 90nm process, and the bottom tier contained rest of the ADC as 
well as row and column circuitry. The tiers were connected through TSVs, and the number 
of TSVs approximately equaled the number of row and column signals, which are of the 
order of thousands. This chip also contained integrated image processing functionality, 
which enabled HDR movie recording and increased sensitivity. 
 The authors of [16, 17] investigated the design of a CMOS image sensor with 3D 
stacked image compression unit, with the image sensor being designed in 180nm and 
heterogeneous integration (with various technologies) being explored for the other tiers. 
The system contained five layers (CIS, column circuits, ADC, image buffer, and 
compression unit), and investigated multi-segment image compression to increase 
parallelism and throughput. The paper also performed thermal analysis on the system, and 
studied the effects of temperature induced noise on image quality. 
 Haruta et al. [18] introduced the first commercial 3-layer stacked CMOS image 
sensor. In addition to the standard approach of separating the pixels and circuits onto two 
different stacks, this sensor also contained a third layer consisting of 1 Gb DRAM. 
Compared to a sensor without DRAM whose speed is limited by the processing and 
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interface speed, stacking DRAM on the sensor itself allows large-size frame data to be read 
out from the pixels and stored on the DRAM at high speeds, and then sent to the main 
processing unit at usual speeds. The sensor could read out 19MP at 120fps and output at 
30fps. In addition, the DRAM provided additional capabilities to the sensor, such as super-
slow motion (960 fps) and electronic image stabilization. 
2.1.1 3D Integrated Sensors with In-Pixel ADC 
 A class of 3D image sensors that has been gaining traction in recent years consist 
of “digital” pixels which employ 3D integration to place dedicated ADCs for each pixel in 
the bottom layer [19]. This enables massive parallelism by enabling all the pixels to be read 
out simultaneously. One such work [20] implemented a 128×96 pixel array which used Au 
electrodes to connect the pixel and ADC layers. The sensor used a simple pulse-based 
architecture for A/D conversion which was compact in area and yet provided 96dB 
dynamic range. 
 Sakakibara et al. [21] demonstrated a 1.46MP sensor array with pixel-parallel ADC 
with global shutter function which eliminated the image distortion caused due to the 
conventional row-by-row readout mechanism. Instead of TSVs, the sensor used Cu-Cu 
connections to bond the two dies which provided more freedom in design, allowed for a 
more compact size, and increased performance. A new readout circuit was also developed 
to support the massively parallel data transfer required to simultaneously read and write all 
the pixel signals at high speed. In addition, to minimize the power draw due to the inclusion 
of such a large number of ADCs, the sensor used a new comparator design in the ADCs 
which operates on subthreshold current. 
2.2 3D Integrated Neural Networks 
Neural networks have recently seen a new surge in interest due to their widespread 
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applications in machine learning. Neural accelerators are well suited to 3D stacking 
because they are inherently 3D structures characterized by the movement of high 
bandwidth data from layer to layer [22-25]. Mapping such a 3D structure onto 2D circuits 
results in routing difficulties and/or long latencies. In addition, computations in neural 
networks lend themselves to a large degree of parallelism, which allows the system to run 
at a low clock frequency, thus reducing thermal concerns while still achieving high 
throughput. There have recently been quite a few works on 3D neural accelerators, and 3D 
integration shows great promise for the design of neuromorphic hardware. 
Belhadj et al. [26] presented one of the first examples of a 3D stacked neural 
accelerator. As a proof of concept, a 2 layer spiking neural network was designed in 130nm, 
using microbumps to bond the two layers. This neural accelerator was meant to be used as 
a pre-processor, placing it between CMOS (image) sensor and processor, which overcame 
the memory limitations associated with fetching data from memory when neural 
accelerators are used as co-processors. The accelerator was designed to process a 128×96 
pixel image, with the first layer performing feature extraction (using 48 neurons) and the 
second layer performing classification (using 50 neurons). For comparison, the same neural 
network was also implemented in 2D, and it was found that the 2D circuit consumed 27% 
more power than the 3D version, and its cycle time was 36% higher, primarily due to the 
much larger routing network between the two layers. Overall, the 3D circuit required only 
0.48× of the energy required to process a single input image compared to the 2D version. 
Kim et al. [27] introduced Neurocube, a programmable digital neuromorphic 
architecture based on Micron’s Hybrid Memory Cube [28], which was essentially a 
variable number (four in this case) of stacked DRAM dies, followed by a bottom logic die. 
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The architecture was partitioned into 16 units called vaults, which lent itself well to 
parallelism. One of the key points for this work was that it offered a programmable 
architecture through the use of Programmable Neurosequence Generators (PNG), thus 
allowing it to maintain flexibility while achieving better energy efficiency compared to 
GPU. The paper also explored various architectural details including the design and 
programming of the PNG, as well as data movement through the network. As an example 
test case, scene labeling [29] was implemented on the Neurocube to study system hardware 
requirements, throughput and power consumption. In addition, changes in system 
performance with different logic die process nodes was investigated, and thermal 
simulation performed to ensure that the system stayed within the thermal budget. 
The authors of TETRIS [30] also demonstrated a 3D neuromorphic architecture 
based on HMC. Their analysis showed that the high throughput and low energy associated 
with 3D memory allows the rebalancing of NN accelerator design, using more area for 
logic and less area for SRAM buffer. In addition, portions of the NN computations were 
moved onto the DRAM dies to decrease bandwidth pressure and increase performance and 
energy efficiency. A partitioning scheme was also developed which allowed the 
parallelization of NN computations over multiple vaults. Compared to a conventional 2D 
NN accelerator, the design achieved 4× performance improvement with 1.5× energy 
saving.  
Neurostream [31] proposed a scalable and energy-efficient processor in memory 
system for the execution of deep convolutional networks based on a network of connected 
Smart Memory Cubes (SMC), which are essentially modular extensions to the standard 
HMC. In addition, the HMC logic dies were also augmented with a many-core PIM 
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platform called the Neurocluster, which increased the logic die area by only 8% while 
achieving an average performance of 240 GFLOPS for complete classification within a 
2.5W power budget. The work also demonstrated the possibility of scaling the performance 
to 955 GFLOPS by interconnecting a network of four SMCs.  
2.3 Emerging Device Based Neural Accelerators 
Since memory access is one of the principal components of latency and energy 
consumption in neural accelerators, integrating computation and storage within a memory 
device offers intriguing opportunities to enable processing in memory (PIM) computing 
and eradicate the separation between computation and data, thus leading to throughput and 
energy efficiency advantages. There have recently been considerable advances in 
implementing neural accelerators using emerging devices such as ReRAM [32]. The 
principal methodology behind these architectures is to use a crossbar array to perform 
vector-matrix multiplication using mixed signal computations. 
ISAAC [33] demonstrated the promise of using ReRAM crossbar arrays to 
simultaneously store data and perform neural computations in memory. The work designed 
a pipelined architecture for neural acceleration, with dedicated crossbars for each neural 
network layer; eDRAM buffers were used to combine data between pipeline stages. New 
data encoding techniques were also defined to reduce A/D conversion overhead. System 
throughput and power analysis were carried out to identify the optimum balance of ReRAM 
storage/compute, ADCs and on-chip eDRAM storage. Compared to the state-of-the art, 
ISAAC achieved improvements of 14.8×, 5.5×, and 7.5× in throughput, energy, and 
computation density respectively. 
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Chi et al. presented PRIME [34], a PIM architecture to accelerate NN computations 
using ReRAM memory. The architecture allowed a portion of the ReRAM crossbar array 
to be configured as either as neural computation accelerator, or as regular memory, thus 
enabling the PIM architecture. Circuit and microarchitecture innovations enabled the 
morphological architecture with minimum area overhead. Compared to current state of the 
art neural processing units, the work reported 2360× performance improvement and 
reduced energy consumption by 895× due to the PIM architecture and efficient NN 
computation using ReRAM. 
Pipelayer [35] improved upon ISAAC [33] by designing a pipelined architecture 
which supported both online training and testing. Pipelayer also adopted a different 
pipeline architecture from ISAAC so that data could continuously flow into the accelerator 
in consecutive cycles, which is essential to support pipelined training. It also minimized 
the ADC and DAC overhead with spike-based integration and fire circuit based design for 
data input. Compared to GPU platform, Pipelayer achieved 42.45× speedup and 7.17× 
energy saving. 
2.4 Energy Harvesting Image Sensors 
Since the primary component in both image sensors and solar cells are photodiodes, 
an interesting opportunity arises to harvest energy from image sensors, and some 
interesting concepts have emerged in recent years [36]. Fish et al. [37] introduced an energy 
harvesting pixel with an extra power generation photodiode which harvested energy. A 
problem with this approach was that the power generation photodiode occupied significant 
area which reduced the amount of area available for the image sensing photodiode. The 
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authors of [38] used two separate photodiodes for power generation and image capture to 
design a time to first spike image sensor architecture. When the pixels fired, they were 
reconfigured so that the image capture diode was connected in parallel with the power 
generation photodiode, thus increasing the amount of harvested energy. However the 
power generation photodiode still occupied a large percentage of pixel area, and the time 
to first spike architecture required additional circuits inside the pixel. 
Law et al. [39] presented a configurable energy harvesting pixel design that used a 
p-diffusion/n-well photodiode and seven transistors to configure the pixel in either energy 
harvesting or image sensing mode. To configure the photodiode as an energy harvester, its 
cathode was connected to ground via an in-pixel transistor. A similar concept was 
employed in [40], however, the pixel used two photodiodes and four transistors. 
A potential problem with the architecture in [39, 40] was that connecting the 
cathode to ground via a transistor activated the parasitic n-well/p-sub photodiode which 
diverted photo-generated charges away from the p-diffusion/n-well photodiode, thus 
reducing harvesting efficiency. Wang et al. [41] addressed this problem by employing a 
DC-DC converter with a flying inductor. A flying inductor kept the n-well floating, which 
turned off the parasitic photodiode. The pixel included a 1 bit memory which allowed each 
pixel to be individually configured as an imager or a harvester. A downside of this design 
was that each pixel contained 12 transistors, thus reducing the fill factor. 
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CHAPTER 3. NEUROSENSOR: 3D IMAGE SENSOR WITH 
INTEGRATED DEEP LEARNING 
3.1 System Overview 
 
Figure 1 Schematic of 3D stacked image sensor with integrated neural logic 
 Figure 1 shows a schematic overview of our 3D integrated system. The top layer 
consists of an HD (1280×768) image sensor, the second layer is composed of an array of 
8-bit single-slope ADCs which convert the image obtained from the image sensor layer. 
The next layer(s) contains memory to store the image as well as synaptic weights for neural 
logic (there can be more than one memory layer for large memory requirements, as we will 
see in the subsequent sections). Finally, the bottom layer contains the neural logic. The 
total system footprint for a single layer is 12mm×7.2mm, determined by the image sensor 
tier, and the tiers connect to one another through TSVs. In order to increase parallelism, 
the whole system is arranged in a 4×4 grid, with all the 16 segments working in parallel. 
We also employ heterogeneous integration, designing the image sensor and ADC in 130nm 
and the logic layer in 15nm. This allows us to leverage the superior optical and analog 
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performance offered by the larger process nodes, while keeping the performance, density 
and energy efficiency offered by digital circuits in scaled technologies [42]. The data flow 
consists of the following stages 
1. Sensing – The photodiode layer captures the image and passes the analog signals to the 
ADCs in the layer below; the signal in each column line is propagated through a dedicated 
TSV. In the second layer, there is one 8-bit ADC for each column line in the pixel array, 
resulting in a total of 5120 ADCs (320 ADCs per segment, 16 parallel segments). For each 
segment, these ADCs perform digital conversion on the analog signals from the photodiode 
layer, and multiplex the converted digital data through a 32-bit bus into the memory tier 
below.  
2. Neural Computation – The converted images, stored in memory, are passed on to the 
logic layer below where they undergo neural computation. There are multiple options that 
can be implemented for the neural computation layer with different degrees of complexity, 
memory requirements, and throughput. There may be some configurations that only 
perform a few levels of feature extraction on the image, leaving the rest of the computation 
to the off-chip host, or the entire neural network may be implemented on chip, thus 
performing full neural classification and transmitting only the classification data to the 
host. 
3. Transmission – Once the neural layer performs processing on the image, it can be 
transmitted through a wireless transceiver to an off-chip host. This completes the data flow 
for a single frame, and work on the next frame can start after the previous frame has been 
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successfully transmitted. It should be noted that we do not model the transmitter since we 
consider it to be an off-chip module. 
In the subsequent sections, we will go over details of the sensor framework and the 
neural network platform. 
3.1.1 CMOS Image Sensor Tier 
Figure 2 (a) and (b) show the circuit schematic and layout of the logarithmic pixel 
[43] used in the array, and the layout for a single segment (320×192 pixels) of the CIS 
layer, designed in 130nm, can be seen in Figure 1. The segment of 320×192 pixels is 
stamped in a 4×4 grid to create the imaging array with a resolution of 1280×768 pixels. In 
order to reduce time-invariant spatial noise due to transistor variation, commonly referred 
to as fixed pattern noise (FPN) [44], the pixel uses correlated double sampling (CDS). For 
CDS two samples are taken for every cycle, one at the reset phase with RES signal high 
(which turns off transistor M0 and simulates dark condition), and another at the active 
phase with RES signal low (which turns on transistor M0 and equates to an illuminated 
sample). The voltages at the reset and active phases can be approximated by  
                               
(a)             (b)                 (c) 
   
Figure 2 (a) Circuit schematic of logarithmic pixel with CDS (b) Pixel layout (c) 
Column voltage response to changing photocurrent at 25°C 
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where VRES and VACT are the output voltages when RES is high and low respectively, Ileak 
is the leakage current through M0, I0 is the subthreshold current of M1, VT is the thermal 
voltage, Vth is the transistor threshold voltage, n is the process slope factor and Iph is the 
illumination induced photocurrent. The difference between (1) and (2) equates to 
 




From (3), it can be seen that the above scheme eliminates variation due to transistor M1, 
which is responsible for the majority of the fixed pattern noise (FPN). Thus our readout 
scheme actually samples twice and it is the difference of the two samples that undergoes 
A/D conversion. Figure 2(c) shows how the column voltages, VACT and VRES, change with 
photocurrent. 
3.1.2 Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) Tier 
The ADC layer, also designed in 130nm, is situated directly below the image sensor 
layer and serves to digitally convert the image signal from the sensor layer above it. Each 
column line has a dedicated 8-bit single slope ramp ADC [45], equating to 320 ADCs per 
segment and a total of 5120 ADCs, all of which operate in parallel during conversion. The 
outputs of the ADCs are multiplexed and serialized on to the memory layer placed below. 
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Figure 3(a) shows a block diagram representation of the 8-bit single-slope ADC, similar to 
that used in [46], and Figure 3(b) shows a waveform of the signal readout. For every A/D 
conversion cycle, the signals DS and IS sample the voltages VRES and VACT and store them 
onto their respective sampling capacitors. Once the sampling is completed, a ramp 
waveform is generated. The ADC comparators are configured in such a way that the 8-bit 
counter is turned on only when the ramp voltage, VRAMP, lies between VRES and VACT. Thus 
only the voltage difference between VACT and VRES undergoes A/D conversion. In order to 
ensure proper matching with the CMOS pixels, the ADCs are also designed in 130nm. 
3.1.3 Neural Logic Tier 
Figure 4 shows the major components of the neural architecture in the logic tier 
(based on [27]), synthesized using 15nm FinFETs [47], and the layout can be seen in Figure 
1. The system consists of a global controller, processing elements (PE), routers for a 2D 
mesh network on chip (NoC), and programmable neurosequence generator (PNG) for 




   
  
  
   
   
       
               
                               
Figure 3 (a) Block diagram representation of ADC (b) Waveforms for ADC readout 
operation 
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DRAM. The PEs communicate with the memory tier through high-speed TSVs, and all 
PEs are connected by a 2D mesh network.  
The processing element (PE) is the main computing unit and consists of 16 multiply 
accumulator (MAC) units, an SRAM cache memory, a temporal buffer, and a register 
module for storing synaptic weights. The state of the input neurons and associated 
connectivity weights are encapsulated in a packet and moved to the PEs by the 
Programmable Neurosequence Generators (PNG). If packets arrive out of order, they are 
buffered in SRAM cache until proper order is restored. When all corresponding inputs 
arrive, they are moved to the temporal buffer and a MAC operation is triggered.  
A 2D mesh network connects all the PEs and enables communication with the other 
segments to enable a parallel core architecture. It also allows the logic tier to communicate 
with the memory layer above it and transfer image data as well as synaptic weights. Each 
PE is connected to a single router, which uses deterministic X-Y routing [48], and each 
Figure 4 Simplified architecture of the neural logic tier 
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router has 6 input and 6 output channels (4 for neighboring routers and 2 for PE and 
memory).  
Each segment in the logic layer has an associated PNG that dictates the data 
movements required for neural computations. For a given neuron in a layer, the PNG 
generates a sequence of addresses for the neurons in the previous layer that are connected 
to it, as well as the corresponding synaptic weights between them. This operation is then 
repeated for each neuron in the layer. The data corresponding to each neuron is 
encapsulated in a packet and transferred to the corresponding PE through the router in the 
NoC. The PNG can be programmed externally by the host to enable a wide range of neural 
architectures. More details about the neural logic layer can be found in [27]. 
3.2 CNN Architectures and Organization 
Due to their efficacy in image classification tasks [49], we concern ourselves 
primarily with convolutional neural networks (CNN) [50] for this work. Figure 5 shows a 
conventional CNN architecture, which generally contains a number of successive 
convolution and max-pooling layers followed by fully connected layers. The convolutional 
layers contain K kernels with size m × n that filter the data by performing 2D convolution, 
and the filtered response is then subsampled into the pooling layer. These convolution and 
Figure 5 Conventional CNN architecture 
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pooling layers perform feature extraction and are laid alternately to create a deep network 
architecture. Finally, the fully connected layers output the probability of each class. 
The first CNN that we study is AlexNet [51], which is arguably the neural network 
that brought CNNs to the forefront of image recognition tasks. Compared to more recent 
CNNs, its architecture is fairly straightforward, consisting of five convolution and max 
pooling layers followed by three fully connected layers.  
The next CNN, VGGNet [52], adopted a similar architecture with a few key 
differences. Firstly, the filter size used for convolution was significantly smaller (3×3 for 
VGG versus 11×11 for AlexNet). However, the filters typically had a higher number of 
channels. As the spatial size of the input volumes at each layer decreased (due to 
convolution and max pooling), the number of filters increased, thus growing the width of 
the network. Multiple configurations for VGG were proposed, however we implemented 
the 16 layer configuration which had the highest accuracy.  
GoogLeNet [53] was one of the architectures that strayed from the conventional 
approach of simply stacking convolution and max pooling layers on top of each other in 
sequence. GoogLeNet introduced the idea of the inception module. In a standard CNN, the 
data undergoes either a convolution or max pooling operation (there is also the choice of 
filter size). The inception module allows performing all these operations in parallel, with 
each inception module carrying out four convolution (with different filter sizes) and max 
pooling operations in parallel. This creative structuring of layers (and the use of an average 
pooling instead of fully connected layer at the end) enabled GoogLeNet to achieve a 
reduction in the number of parameters without sacrificing accuracy. 
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The final CNN that we investigate, ResNet [54], took the CNN architecture one 
step further with a few key changes. Instead of widening the network (with a large number 
of filter channels), its depth was increased, which enabled it to achieve a significantly 
deeper network without incurring a sizable penalty in the number of increased parameters. 
It also introduced the idea of a residual block which, instead of simply transforming the 
input, calculates the term which needs to be added to the input in order to carry out the 
transformation. We implemented the 50 layer configuration because it represents a good 
balance between accuracy, memory requirement and throughput. 
 Consider a schematic representation for AlexNet in Figure 6. For AlexNet and all 
other networks, memory and computation (number of floating point operations) 
requirements are scaled considering the input image dimensions of 1280 × 768. We 
propose to quantize the feature extraction layers in terms of convolution blocks [55]. Figure 
7 shows the size of the output state with each layer showing the data volume that must be 



































 Max Pool Conv
4 5 61 2 3BQL 0
Figure 6 Organization of neural network into block quantized layers (BQL), AlexNet 
shown as example. Dotted lines represent convolution blocks 
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volume helps decrease transmission latency and energy. Initially, the output size increases 
due to convolution with a large number of filter channels. However, subsequent max-
pooling operations decrease the output size. Further, layers 3 to 4 do not reduce data 
volume, but a max-pooling operation at the 5th layer yields a significant reduction in output 
state size. Therefore, we organize the 3rd, 4th and 5th layers together into a convolutional 
block. Hence, we introduce the concept of convolution block (CB) that consists of a set of 
successive convolution layers followed by a max-pooling layer. Therefore, data volume 
reduces as more convolution blocks are processed at the sensor. We do not quantize the 
fully connected layers. To reflect the layer quantization concept, we introduce the term 
Block Quantized Layer (BQL) for a network, where a BQL refers to a CB in the 
convolution section, and a FC layer in fully-connection section. Table 1 shows the layers, 
BQL, CB, and number of operations for all the implemented neural networks. 
Table 1 Neural Network Parameters 











AlexNet 8 3 6 3661 7.17 
VGGNet 16 6 9 8695 213.43 
GoogLeNet 22 6 7 562 24.75 
ResNet 50 5 6 1514 51.43 
Figure 7 Output size against NN depth for AlexNet 
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3.3 Neurosensor Configurations 
The different hardware configurations for Neurosensor are a direct consequence of the 
memory requirements of the DNN computation (Table 1). Figure 8 shows the cumulative 
memory requirement for AlexNet versus network depth. As the network grows deeper, 
more operations must be performed and more parameters (and output of each layer) must 
be stored. This requires high density, high-bandwidth memory which also offers concurrent 
memory access, thus allowing the implementation of the parallel architecture we are 
pursuing. One option that satisfies these requirements is the hybrid memory cube [28], 
which essentially stacks DRAM dies on top of one another within the Neurosensor [Figure 
9(a)]. We will refer to this configuration as C1. Alternatively, we can have off-chip DRAM 
for storing the parameters, and use a single SRAM tier for temporary storage of image 
frames and input/output of a layer, as well as caching the parameters for a layer. 
Considering a single tier of 14 nm SRAM with effective memory density of 14.5 Mb/mm2 
[56], we project a maximum single tier SRAM capacity of 156 MB. This configuration is 
referred to as C2 and is shown in Figure 9(b). 
Figure 8 Memory requirements for AlexNet with increasing NN depth 
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Figure 9 (a) System schematic for C1 with multiple tiers of DRAM (HMC 
architecture), all weights stored on chip (b) System schematic for C2 with single tier 
of SRAM, weights stored in off-chip DRAM 
3.4 Simulation Framework 
Our simulation framework analyzes the Neurosensor to predict power, throughput 
and sensor noise considering tier-to-tier thermal coupling. Throughout this work, we 
assume off-chip training where the trained synaptic weights will be overloaded into the 
memory from HPC. An on-chip deep learning scenario is not suitable for our application 
as we will not have access to labeled ground truth (on imager output) when the sensor is 
deployed in field. Hence, all our analysis will be concerned only with inference since the 
training procedure is performed only once at the very beginning.  
3.4.1 System Performance and Power Analysis 
The system performance is measured in terms of throughput. The time taken to 
process an entire frame consists of three components – capture, process, and transmit. The 
throughput, in terms of frames per second (fps), is given by  





tcapture + tprocess + ttransmit
 (4) 
where tcapture, tprocess, and ttransmit are the time taken to capture, process, and transmit the 
image respectively. The capture and processing time are often combined to provide the 






The total system power (Psystem) consists of CIS (PCIS) and ADC (PADC) power, memory 
(Pmemory) power, neural logic (Plogic) and transmission (Ptransmit) power. 
 
Figure 10 Computation Latency and Energy Calculation Methodology 
The capture time for the CIS and ADC are obtained from post-extraction SPICE 
simulation. To calculate the processing (feature extraction or classification) time, we use a 
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cycle-level simulator, similar to [27], to find the number of  CPU cycles required for 
computation, and then multiply the number of cycles by the system clock period. 
Configuration C2 also incurs additional latency because of off-chip memory, which is 
estimated using the amount of off-chip memory access (from cycle level simulator) along 
with DDR3 specifications. The capture power and energy (for CIS and ADC) are obtained 
from post extraction SPICE simulation. Logic energy consumption is acquired from Design 
Compiler using pre-layout simulation. Memory energy is estimated from either HMC 
specifications (for C1) or pre-layout SPICE simulation and DDR3 specifications (for on-
chip and off-chip memory respectively in C2), coupled with the number of memory access 
requests (from cycle level simulator). This methodology is summarized in Figure 10. 
For the transmitter, transmit time is calculated from the size of processed data and 
available wireless channel bandwidth, whereas to determine power, different transmitters 
are assumed for different wireless channel bandwidth conditions and the power is estimated 
from the relevant datasheets. 
3.4.2 Thermal Analysis 
Since 3D integration increases the power density of a given system [57, 58], we also 
perform thermal simulation to study how 3D stacking impacts the system temperature. The 
thermal simulation framework follows a methodology similar to Lie et. al. [16, 17], and 
involves solving a 3D RC grid (Fig. 11) using SPICE, where R represents the thermal 
resistance and C the specific heat capacity associated with each grid. The thermal model 
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includes separate tiers for pixel array, ADC, memory (more than one tier depending on 
configuration), and logic. Floorplan information is also included in the model to simulate 
the presence of potential hotspots. As the transmitter is off-chip, it is not considered during 
thermal analysis. Effective thermal conductivity assumes a 1:3 metal to oxide ratio. FEOL 
consists of silicon and copper and BEOL consists of SiO2 and aluminum. Termination 
resistor is derived from the thermal conduction of free convection of air. The stack is 
covered by microlens, a thick layer of glass with poor thermal conductivity. Bottom layer 
is a package which consists of a thermal interposer. Table 2 lists the material parameters, 




























Figure 11 Thermal grid model of 3D-stacked system. The cube represents a grid unit 
cell. There may be multiple memory layers depending on the configuration. 
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Table 2 Material parameters for thermal analysis 
3.4.3 Noise Analysis 
 
Figure 12 Noise model for CMOS image sensor. Monte Carlo simulation is run at 
each point of a simultaneous photocurrent and temperature sweep. The temperature 
values are obtained from thermal simulation 
Since pixel response (and fixed pattern noise) is a function of both temperature and 
illumination [44, 60], we perform coupled thermal simulations and noise analysis (Figure 
12). Using SPICE based simulations, we initially sweep the photocurrent from 1pA to 
3.7µA in half-decade steps to find out the pixel response to illumination. Next, we repeat 
this photocurrent sweep for varying temperatures to find the pixel response to different 









Parameters Thickness (m) R (W/mK) C (J/m3K) 
Optics 0.001 0.025 3.55M 
BEOL 16µ 40 4M 
Device Layer 4µ 200 1.75M 
Bulk 20µ 200 1.75M 
Bond 5µ 0.1 4M 
Package 0.001 0.5 3.55M 
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generated from the results of the thermal analysis. Figure 13 shows the pixel response with 
different illumination levels and temperature. 
Now that we have a temperature-dependent model for pixel response, this is 
augmented to include transistor induced noise. To model the fixed pattern noise due to 
transistor variation, we run SPICE based Monte Carlo analysis using foundry provided 
variation models. For each temperature-photocurrent pair, 1000 Monte Carlo runs are 
carried out. Thus this emulates the response over varying photocurrent and temperature of 
1000 pixels which suffer from random fixed pattern noise. To simulate the error due to 
device mismatch at a given photocurrent and temperature, the error values are picked 
randomly from the 1000 mismatched pixels obtained by Monte Carlo simulation. Figure 
14 shows how three sample images change with transistor variation and temperature 
induced noise for a nominal temperature of 60°C. In general, the image histogram moves 
towards the left for the high temperature image, which makes the image darker. This also 
corresponds with the decreased pixel output at elevated temperatures as seen in Figure 13. 
Figure 13 Effect of temperature on imager output 
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3.5 Power/Performance Simulation Results 
3.5.1 Computation Energy Breakdown 
 
Figure 15 Breakdown of computation energy for configuration C1 and C2 
considering complete classification for AlexNet 
The power and performance for CIS and ADC are obtained from post extraction 
simulation, whereas pre-layout SPICE simulations and Design Compiler provide these 
           
Figure 14 Effect of temperature and transistor induced noise (a) Sample test image (b) 
Sample image after adding transistor and temperature induced noise at a nominal 
temperature of 60°C (c) Histogram of images 
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metrics for the SRAM and logic layer. The ADC and CIS layer are designed to operate at 
a frequency of 100MHz, which provides an effective frame capture time of 1.966ms. The 
logic layer is synthesized to operate at 5GHz, the maximum frequency supported by HMC 
specifications. Figure 15 shows the various components of computation energy for C1 vs 
C2 when the full classification pipeline is implemented for AlexNet. Memory energy for 
C1 is estimated from [28] (3.7 pJ/bit); on-chip memory (SRAM) energy for C2 is obtained 
from pre-layout SPICE simulation, and off-chip memory energy for C2 is estimated from 
[61] (70 pJ/bit). For both configurations, memory energy is the dominant component. 
However, C2 consumes significantly more energy due to off-chip memory access. 
3.5.2 System Performance for Configuration C1 
 
Figure 16 Latency vs NN depth for AlexNet under varying bandwidth conditions for 
configurations (a) C1 and (b) C2. Computation latency is independent of bandwidth, 
while Transmission latency varies with bandwidth. Note the sharp increase in 
computation latency at the fully connected layers for C2 (BQL 4 onwards) 
To examine how the system throughput changes as more layers are integrated on 
the system, we consider computation latency, which depends only on the system frequency, 
and transmission latency, which is solely determined by host-to-sensor bandwidth, as the 
two main factors which determine performance. To investigate how the overall throughput 
 a  b 
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changes with bandwidth, we subject the system to a high bandwidth (300 Mbps) and low 
bandwidth (2 Mbps) scenario. 










































Figure 16(a) shows compute, transmission and total latencies for Alexnet (with 
BQL 0 being the input image) for C1. For both high and low bandwidth, the system latency 
initially increases and gradually decreases as more BQLs are computed in the sensor. As 
explained in Figure 7, convolution initially increases output size, which creates a 
bottleneck due to high transmission latency, thus causing an increase (decrease) in overall 
latency (throughput). However, as more BQLs are computed on-chip, max-pooling 
operations reduce output size and hence transmission latency. Increased computation time 
due to more BQL is generally offset by the reduced transmit time, thus decreasing the 
overall system latency. The effect is more pronounced at lower bandwidth (2 Mbps), where 
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transmission latency is much larger than computation latency. Table 3 shows the latency 
for the other neural networks and compares it to baseline latency. For this analysis, we 
assume the baseline case to be a sensor only system which has neither integrated DNN nor 
integrated memory, and only transmits the captured image to the host without any 
processing. In general, irrespective of bandwidth, performing classification on the image 
and then transmitting the output provides higher throughput for C1. An exception to the 
above observations is the high bandwidth case for VGGNet, which is so dominated by 
computation latency that the reduction in transmit time is not enough to offset the increase 
in processing latency. 
3.5.3 System Energy for Configuration C1 
 
Figure 17 Energy vs NN Depth for AlexNet under varying bandwidth for 
configurations (a) C1 and (b) C2. Note the large jump in computation energy for the 
fully connected layers (BQL 4 onwards) 
Figure 17(a) shows the energy required in C1 for Alexnet to process and transmit a 
single frame versus number of BQLs computed in the sensor. The transmission energy for 
300 Mbps and 2 Mbps are modeled from datasheets for Ralink (MT7620) router-on-a-chip 
[62], and NordicSemi transmitter (nRF24L01+) [63] respectively. At the first processing 
 a  b 
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layer we see an increase in energy because of an increase in the output size, and hence 
transmission energy. However, as expected from the latency analysis, computing more 
BQLs in the sensor reduces transmission energy (less data volume) but increases 
processing energy. In particular, there is a significant increase in the processing energy at 
the fully connected layers (BQL 4 onwards) due to the large number of weights that have 
to be fetched from memory. The effect of increased computation energy is more 
pronounced when wireless channel bandwidth is higher. Hence, processing all layers in the 
sensor can actually increase energy for 300Mbps bandwidth, but the energy benefit is still 
observed for 2Mbps case. Table 4 shows the energy consumption for all the networks when 
entire network is computed on-chip. We observe similar trends to AlexNet with VGGNet 
being the exception for the low bandwidth case due to its very computation heavy nature. 











































3.5.4 Impact of ADC Architecture on Configuration C1 
In order to study the influence of ADCs on the performance of our system, we 
emulate different ADC architectures by varying the capture time. Figure 18 shows how the 
compute, transmit and total latencies change when different capture times are considered 
(we consider only the 300 Mbps wireless channel bandwidth for this analysis, since the 
system is primarily wireless bandwidth-constrained at 2Mbps). Compared to the original 
of 1.966ms, when the capture time is reduced by 5× to 0.4ms (which emulates a faster ADC 
architecture), both the compute latency and total latency decreases. However, the trend 
shown by the original configuration in Figure 16 (a) remains valid – we still get an initial 
increase in the total latency (because of large wireless transmission latency) followed by a 
decrease in overall latency as the neural network grows deeper. Switching to a slower 
ADC, which is modeled by increasing the capture time by 5× to 10ms, causes the total 
latency to increase. However, the system is still initially bottlenecked by transmission, with 
the bottleneck shifting to computation as the network grows deeper. Thus, when it comes 
to performance, different ADC architectures have only the effect of altering the numerical 
Figure 18 Latency versus NN Depth for AlexNet under varying capture time for 
configuration C1 (300 Mbps wireless channel bandwidth) 
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value of latency, while the trend exhibited with increasing neural network depth remains 
unchanged. This is mainly because the only contribution of ADC architecture to the 
computation time is the addition of a capture time, which is independent of the number of 
layers being integrated on chip. 
When it comes to the energy contribution of ADC, we found it to be quite minimal 
compared to the total energy required for computation, as shown in Figure 15. For 
configuration C1 considering AlexNet complete classification, for example, the ADC 
energy is 220 µJ, which is only 0.16% of the total computation energy (142 mJ). Therefore 
the ADC architecture is unlikely to play any significant role on system energy 
consumption. 
3.5.5 Performance and Energy for Configuration C2 
Next, we turn to configuration C2 to investigate the impact of off-chip memory on 
our system. For this configuration, all the synaptic weights are stored in off-chip DDR3 
memory. The weights are transferred to Neurosensor through 16 parallelly operating 32-
bit buses. However, using off-chip memory entails a significant latency overhead which is 
not encountered with configuration C1. Assuming a latency of 12 ns [61] associated with 
each 32-bit fetch from memory, Figure 16 (b) shows that due to the extra latency associated 
with fetching weights, the computation latency for C2 is higher than C1. The limitations 
of using off-chip memory becomes particularly apparent when we reach the fully 
connected layers (BQL 4 onwards), and involves a significant increase (decrease) in 
latency (throughput). Due to this increase in computation latency, the system throughput 
at 300 Mbps wireless channel bandwidth will be lower than the baseline. For restricted 
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bandwidth, however, the reduction in transmission latency for fully classified image still 
outweighs computation latency, and a throughput benefit is observed compared to the 
baseline.  Table 3 shows that a similar trend is exhibited by all the other neural networks. 
When it comes to energy consumption, because the off-chip memory in C2 
consumes significantly more energy compared to C1 (70pJ/bit [61] vs 3.7pJ/bit) , C2 is 
considerably more energy hungry, especially when the fully connected layers are 
implemented, as seen in Figure 17 (b). Because of this computation energy increase, 
implementing the entire network and transmitting the fully classified image for C2 always 
consumes higher energy than the baseline irrespective of bandwidth. Table 4 shows that all 
the other networks echo this trend as well. 
In summary, computing the entire DNN in the sensor improves energy-efficiency 
only when memory is integrated in 3D with the sensor. It should be noted that we do not 
analyze the impact of ADC architecture on configuration C2 because both the capture 
latency and energy are insignificant components of computation latency and energy 
respectively, and hence are unlikely to have any major effect on computation metrics. 
3.5.6 Optimal Energy Efficiency 
So far we have examined four possible configurations in terms of hardware and the 
available bandwidth between sensor and host, and investigated how the energy and 
performance vary as we implement the neural networks layer by layer. The preceding 
discussion shows that, with a 3D integrated memory (configuration C1), processing the 
entire DNN in the sensor improves performance. However, energy is minimized when an 
optimal number layers are processed on-chip, and beyond this layer, the energy efficiency 
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decreases. The partitioned inference (Figure 19) concept is therefore introduced which 
aims to achieve optimal energy efficiency by implementing only part of the DNN 
classification pipeline on the sensor side, and performing the rest of the computations on 
the sensor side through the transmission of intermediate features. It should be mentioned 
that this concept of partitioned inference was developed in collaboration with Dr. J. H. Ko, 
and is also explored in his PhD dissertation [64]. However, [64] assumes a conventional 
sensor architecture, and investigates the system implications through an algorithmic 
approach by exploring weight compression, and retraining the DNN engine on the sensor 
side to mitigate accuracy loss due to compression. This work, on the other hand, leaves the 
DNN pipeline as it is, and the main focus is to study how the sensor architecture itself can 
determine the optimum energy efficiency configuration. 
 
Figure 19 Performing classification entirely on the host entails large transmission 
overhead, whereas implementing the DNN completely on the sensor side involves 
large computation energy. Partitioned inference [64] allows trade-offs between 
transmission and energy overhead to achieve optimum energy efficiency by 
partitioning the DNN pipeline between the sensor and host, and transmitting only the 
intermediate features. 
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To identify the optimal depth of DNN processing to achieve maximum energy 
efficiency, we use the throughput to energy (TE) ratio, measured in FPS/J, as a metric. The 
higher the ratio, the better the energy efficiency. Figure 20 shows how the energy efficiency 
of AlexNet changes versus BQLs. In general, low wireless channel bandwidth yields lower 
energy efficiency due to increased transmission latency and energy. Configuration C2 is 
less energy efficient than C1 because of higher computation energy and latency associated 
with off-chip memory access. As the data moves through the network, the TE ratio initially 
drops because of an increase in output size, which reduces throughput and increases energy, 
but as more layers are processed in the sensor, the energy-efficiency increases due to 
reduced output data volume. However, when the fully connected layers are reached (BQL 
4 onwards), the energy-efficiency tends to drop due to the large increase in computation 
energy associated with fully connected layers. In AlexNet, we observe that implementing 
only the convolutional layers in the sensor provides maximum energy-efficiency with 
higher bandwidth wireless channel and/or configuration C2 (off-chip DRAM). However, 
Figure 20 Throughput to Energy Ratio (TE ratio) vs Neural Network Depth for 
AlexNet considering different configurations under varying bandwidth. Higher TE 
Ratio represents better energy efficiency. 
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in C1 under 2 Mbps channel, the energy-efficiency continues to improve even when fully-
connected layers are processed because the increase in throughput (and reduction in 
transmission energy) achieved by moving to the fully connected layers outweighs the 
increased computation energy consumption. 





















300 N/A 12.4 0.119 N/A 
2 N/A 0.08 0.279 N/A 
AlexNet 
C1 
300 3/6 43.9 0.056 7.52 
2 6/6 3.8 0.149 88.94 
C2 
300 3/6 22.8 0.135 1.62 




300 6/9 3.7 0.917 0.04 
2 9/9 2.0 1.093 6.38 
C2 
300 4/9 2.2 0.988 0.02 
2 6/9 0.2 1.527 0.46 
GoogLeNet 
C1 
300 6/7 32.7 0.125 2.51 
2 7/7 3.5 0.131 93.18 
C2 
300 6/7 11.0 0.358 0.29 




300 6/6 16.8 0.264 0.61 
2 6/6 3.2 0.268 41.64 
C2 
300 3/6 9.3 0.258 0.35 
2 6/6 1.9 1.088 6.09 
Table 5 summarizes the performance and energy at the optimal energy-efficiency 
point for different networks, and also compares the optimal energy-efficiency with that of 
the baseline case. First, we observe that for ResNet, optimal condition occurs when all 
layers are processed in the sensor. This is because ResNet uses an average pooling layer 
near the end to obtain a confidence of categories, thus bypassing cascaded fully connected 
layers and minimizing the associated energy penalties (its single fully connected layer also 
involves a reduction in output size, further increasing the throughput/energy ratio). Second, 
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we observe that energy-efficiency gain is more pronounced for 2 Mbps wireless channel 
(transmission is relatively more expensive) and C1 configuration (computation latency and 
energy are lower due to 3D architecture). Finally, we note that for several cases, for 
example VGGNet, even optimal energy-efficiency is worse than the baseline case, mostly 
due to the large computation requirements. 
3.6 Thermal Simulation & Noise Analysis Results 
3.6.1 Thermal Analysis 
 
Figure 21 Temperature (°C) of the CIS layer for a nominal operating frequency of 5 
GHz for (a) C1 and (b) C2. (c) shows how the temperature varies with operating 
frequency (25°C operating temperature) 
Thermal simulation is performed using the methodology discussed in Section 3.4.2. 
Considering front and back-end layers, we have a total of 27 tiers of material for C1 and 
14 tiers for C2 in the thermal stack. The main impact of the thermal issues will be the 
introduction of noise on the image sensor output, so our investigation will be focused on 
the CIS layer. Figure 21 shows the temperature map of the image sensor layer for a nominal 
system operating frequency of 5 GHz, considering 25°C ambient temperature. The image 
sensor layer for configuration C2 will always exhibit lower temperature than C1 because 
of lower power consumption for the sensor die-stack (we exclude the off-chip memory 
power in C1 for thermal analysis because this is outside the thermal stack). We repeat our 
 a  b  c 
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thermal simulation to find the temperature map for operating frequencies from 1 GHz to 5 
GHz, the maximum operating frequency supported by HMC specifications. Do note that 
since the temperature differential between the hottest and coldest points on the CIS layer 
are quite low, we will be dealing with average CIS temperature from now onwards. Figure 
21 (c) shows that the average CIS tier temperature increases linearly as the frequency of 
operation increases. The maximum temperature attained is 59°C, which is well within the 
thermal limits (105°C) allowed by HMC specifications. We will use these values to inject 
temperature induced noise into test images, and examine the effect this noise has on neural 
network classification accuracy. 
3.6.2 Effect of Noise on Neural Network Accuracy 
 
Figure 22 Impact of temperature and transistor induced noise on top-5 accuracy of 
CNNs 
We follow the methodology discussed in Section 3.4.3 to estimate noise at CIS considering 
temperature and transistor variations. As C1 has a higher temperature than C2, we will be 
performing our noise simulations only for configuration C1. Since our developed noise 
model is able to account for both temperature and transistor induced variation, we run the 
noise model at each temperature point obtained from thermal simulation. This provides us 
with a set of 1000 noisy pixels at each temperature and photocurrent, which we can then 
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use to inject random noise into our test sample of 10000 images from the ImageNet dataset. 
The end result is a set of noisy images at 6 different temperatures, 32°C, 39°C, 45°C, 52°C, 
59°C and 25°C, with each temperature containing 10000 noisy images (we add the 25°C 
temperature to examine the effect of transistor variation by itself without temperature 
induced noise). 









300 Mbps 2 Mbps 
AlexNet 
1 32 0.793 23.456 3.368 
5 60 0.763 87.023 3.763 
VGGNet 
1 32 0.875 0.859 0.705 
5 60 0.865 4.243 2.041 
GoogLeNet 
1 32 0.876 7.235 2.548 
5 60 0.854 32.701 3.510 
ResNet 
1 32 0.897 3.531 1.860 
5 60 0.883 16.784 3.186 
We run inference on test image samples using pre-trained Caffe [65] models. Figure 
22 shows how the top-5 accuracy changes with temperature. The reference column 
represents the accuracy for ideal software simulation (without any temperature or transistor 
induced noise). In general, the accuracy decreases at higher temperature because of 
increased temperature induced noise. AlexNet has the lowest accuracy among the four 
networks, and is the one most prone to noise. AlexNet suffers a 6% accuracy drop, from 
82% for the reference images to 76% at 59°C. ResNet has the highest accuracy and 
maintains a low error rate (88.3% top-5 accuracy) even under the highest temperature. 
VGGNet is seen to be the most noise tolerant network, with the accuracy dropping by only 
2.8%. This resilience to noise causes it to surpass GoogLeNet at higher temperatures, 
which suffers an accuracy drop of 4.5%. 
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Figure 23 shows how the classification accuracy of AlexNet changes with varying 
throughput. A higher throughput requires higher operating frequency, which in turn 
increases temperature and noise in the CIS, resulting in reduced classification accuracy. 
The trade-off is more pronounced for the 300Mbps case as the system throughput strongly 
depends on computation latency (determined by clock frequency). For the low bandwidth 
condition, higher accuracy can be achieved with a relatively low penalty to throughput. 
Table 6 shows this tradeoff for the other networks considering the highest and lowest 
operating frequency. Do note that the above conclusion does not apply to VGGNet because 
its throughput is dominated by computation latency irrespective of bandwidth between 
sensor and host. 
3.7 DNN Architecture Dependency 
In this section we discuss how the neural network architecture can influence the 
performance and energy, and hence optimum energy configuration for a particular network. 
Of the four neural networks that we study, AlexNet and VGGNet have a more conventional 
architecture where convolution and max-pooling layers are arranged alternately, followed 
by three fully connected layers. GoogLeNet modifies the standard architecture through the 
Figure 23 Top-5 Accuracy vs throughput for AlexNet considering varying 
bandwidth for configuration C1 
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use of inception modules, while ResNet goes for a deep architecture instead of widening 
the neural network. Both GoogLeNet and ResNet forego the traditional approach of using 
cascaded fully connected layers, and use only one fully connected layer near the end. As 
Figure 8 shows, cascaded fully connected layers typically involve a large jump in memory 
requirement and entails a significant amount of memory access, which causes in turn 
performance and energy penalties (this is more apparent for configuration C2 due to off-
chip memory access). Innovations at the DNN architecture level can serve to mitigate these 
penalties. For example, despite being a deeper network, GoogLeNet consumes lower 
energy than AlexNet and VGGNet primarily because of its low memory requirement 
(Table 1). In fact, for configuration C2 where off-chip memory access is the key parameter 
for determining throughput, low memory requirement (and the resultant reduction in 
memory access) causes both GoogLeNet and ResNet to achieve higher throughput than 
AlexNet despite being more computation heavy (24.75GOPS for GoogLeNet, 51.43GOPS 
for ResNet, vs. 7.17GOPS for AlexNet). The impact of DNN architecture towards optimum 
energy efficient configuration can also be observed in Table 5. For configurations where 
computation is the primary bottleneck (high wireless channel bandwidth for configuration 
C1, and all bandwidths for configuration C2), the optimum energy efficiency point lies just 
before the fully connected layer for AlexNet, VGGNet and GoogLeNet. However, ResNet 
typically provides optimum energy efficiency when the full network is implemented 
because its single fully connected layer involves only a minor energy penalty while offering 
a large reduction in output size, leading to lower transmission latency and energy (do note 
that despite GoogLeNet having a single fully connected layer as well, its FC layer involves 
only a minor reduction in output size; thus the GoogLeNet optimum configuration does not 
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include the fully connected layer). To summarize, the choice of neural network, and its 
architecture, can have a pronounced effect towards determining performance/energy 
considerations as well as energy efficiency of Neurosensor. For configurations using 3D-
stacked on-chip memory where memory access latency is not an issue (C1), DNN 
architectures with a reduced number of operations provide higher system throughput; 
computation latency is relatively independent of DNN memory requirements for this 
configuration. However, when the memory is implemented off-chip (C2), memory access 
becomes the principal component of computation latency. For this configuration, DNN 
architectures with lower memory requirements provide increased throughput despite 
requiring a higher number of operations. 
3.8 Comparison with Prior Neurosensor Design 
A preliminary version of this system was presented in [66]. The main difference 
between the two works relates to the digital portion of Neurosensor. Since the imager 
(sensor and ADC), as well as 3D DRAM dies (for HMC configuration) are identical for 
both the works, all associated parameters for imager and HMC are identical. The neural 
logic tier (and SRAM tier, where applicable) has been scaled from 28nm. As a result of 
this scaling, the on-chip SRAM capacity (for SRAM configuration) has increased from 
62MB (assuming 1.39mm2/MB density [67]) to 156MB (assuming 14.5Mb/mm2 density 
[56]), and the maximum operating frequency has increased from 300MHz to 5GHz. Even 
though the logic layer is the same architecturally for both the works, the significantly 
increased operating frequency has resulted in a large throughput increase. However, this 
higher operating frequency entails increased power consumption, and subsequently, 
imparts thermal concerns which were not encountered in the previous work. Table 7 
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compares some of the key parameters between the two works. Note that the table only 
compares between the HMC configurations as the SRAM configuration in [66] did not 
include off-chip DRAM. 
Table 7 Comparison with Prior Neurosensor Design 
 [66] This Work 
System Footprint 12mm × 7.2mm 
Sensor Resolution 1280 × 768 
Pixel Size 9µm × 9µm 
Sensor & ADC Feature Size 130nm 
Sensor & ADC Power 115mW 
Logic Layer Feature Size 28nm 15nm 
Maximum Operating Frequency 300MHz 5GHz 
Memory (HMC) Power 568mW 9.47W 
Logic Power 240mW 3.41W 
Computation Energy for Single Frame 155mJ 142mJ 
Maximum Throughput 
for AlexNet  
300 Mbps Wireless 
Channel 
7.49fps 87.0fps 
2 Mbps  
Wireless Channel 
2.58fps 3.80fps 
Average Sensor Temperature  
(maximum operating frequency) 
27.26°C 59°C 
3.9 Summary 
This chapter explored the design of Neurosensor - a 3D stacked image sensor with 
integrated logic for deep neural network computation. Our analysis showed the potential 
energy-efficiency advantage of integrating DNN computation in the sensor. However, the 
improvement depends on system architecture and target application, and innovations in 
DNN architecture can be leveraged to achieve performance and energy improvements. We 
observe that configuration C1 with the memory for parameter storage integrated within the 
3D sensor shows much higher throughput. Likewise, in-sensor processing is more 
advantageous for bandwidth-constrained wireless channels. Moreover, we observe that 
instead of implementing the entire DNN on chip, it is often more advantageous in terms of 
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energy efficiency (measured in terms of FPS/J) to implement only the feature extraction 
layers on chip and offload the classification computations to the host. The coupled power, 
thermal, and noise analysis shows degraded accuracy at high system throughout (frequency 
and power) because of elevated temperature (noise). In summary, Neurosensor presents an 
image sensor architecture that captures image, performs on-site neural computations, and 
explores tradeoffs among system frequency, wireless channel bandwidth, and image 
classification accuracy. 
For the next part of this work, we will explore how we can further utilize 3D 
integration to increase parallelism at the image sensor level, and explore processor-in-
memory computing through the use of emerging devices. 
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CHAPTER 4. ENHANCING ENERGY EFFICIENCY THROUGH 
PIXEL-LEVEL PARALLELISM AND PROCESSING IN 
MEMORY COMPUTING 
4.1 Pixel-level parallelism using digital pixels 
The discussion in the previous chapter has demonstrated how 3D integration can be 
utilized to implement sensor-integrated computation architectures. While we have seen that 
3D integration of the processing and memory layers can be leveraged to realize highly 
parallel energy efficient neural accelerators, our sensing mechanism still uses the 
conventional approach of row-by-row scanning, which imposes limitations on the capture 
time and does not fully achieve the full parallelism potential brought forth by the 3D 
structure. In the following discussion, we investigate a new class of 3D-integrated digital 
pixels which effectively integrate a simplified ADC for each pixel, and employs massive 
level parallelism by A/D converting all the pixels simultaneously – thus leading to 
significant reduction in sensor capture time. 
4.1.1 Digital Pixel Architecture 
Since each pixel in our 3D-integrated digital pixel contains its own dedicated ADC, 
the use of a conventional ADC which matches the pixel pitch is not feasible (e.g. our pixel 
dimensions are 9µm×9µm whereas the ADC size in CHAPTER 3 is 120µm×50µm). To 
match the constraints put forward by an in-pixel ADC architecture, we use a PFM-ADC 
[20] architecture. The high-level overview of the digital pixel can be seen in Figure 24. The 
photocurrent to frequency converter (PFC) generates pulses at a rate which is dependent 
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on the photocurrent being generated by the photodiode. The output of the PFC is applied 
to the clock input of an 8-bit counter. Thus, for a given capture time, this architecture 
performs A/D conversion by counting the number of pulses produced by the PFC, which 
is proportional to the photocurrent (and illumination). 
 




   
  
  
   
  
       
     
       
      
      










Figure 24 Overview of PFM-ADC operation of 3D Integrated Digital Pixel 
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Figure 25(a) shows the circuit schematic of the digital pixel, and the layout of a single 
pixel in the photodiode tier and PFC can be seen in Figure 25 (b) and (c). The pixel footprint 
is the same as that introduced in Neurosensor (9µm×9µm). However, to accommodate all 
the additional A/D conversion circuitry for each layer, we move to a 3-tier structure for the 
sensor (as opposed to 2-tier in the previous configuration), with tier 1 being dedicated 
entirely to the photodiodes, tier 2 containing the PFC, and tier 3 containing the 8-bit 
counters. The tiers communicate to each other through Cu-Cu connections, similar to [21], 
which allows the placement of dense 3D interconnections.  
 
Figure 26 Simulation waveform of digital pixel 
Figure 26 provides a simulation waveform of the typical operation of the pixel. The 
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off the entire pixel between successive sampling events. The CNT_CLK signal can be seen 
to be producing a train of pulses, which is applied to the CLK input of an 8-bit counter, 
thus realizing 8-bit A/D conversion. 
4.1.2 Pixel Response and Noise Characteristics 
 
Figure 27 Digital pixel response against photocurrent over varying temperature 
Figure 27 shows how the digital pixel output changes as the photocurrent is varied. 
A temperature sweep was also carried out to investigate the dependence of pixel output on 
temperature. However, as seen from the figure, the digital pixel is quite resilient to changes 
in temperature, and the photocurrent response at varying temperatures practically overlap 
one another. 
A methodology similar to that introduced in 3.4.3 was used to add transistor and 
temperature induced noise to the image. Figure 28 shows the original test image as well as 
the noisy image at a nominal temperature of 60°C. Since the pixel response is quite 
insensitive to temperature, the histograms show that the noisy image at high temperature 
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is virtually identical to the test image, with the only difference between the two being the 
addition of transistor induced noise. 
 
Figure 28 (a) Test image (b) Test image with transistor induced noise at 60°C (c) 
Histogram of images 
4.1.3 Sensor Power and Throughput 
 
Figure 29 Frame rate versus power consumption for digital sensor versus analog 
sensor 
The principal advantage of using digital 3D-integrated pixels is the significant boost 
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A/D conversion simultaneously. Running at maximum speed, the digital pixel sensor can 
convert an image every 590ns, which provides an effective frame rate of 1.69×106 
frames/second. However, integrating ADC into a pixel also causes a marked increase in 
power draw since the total number of ADCs in the sensor array increases by several orders. 
Assuming the sensor resolution remains the same as that presented in earlier works, a 
1280×768 pixel array, running at maximum speed, would consume 72.1W of power. 
Running the sensor array at the maximum possible speed is thus not feasible because of 
the large power requirements, and also because designing a system capable of storing 
images at such a high data rate will not be trivial. However, since the pixels are mostly 
digital in nature, we have the option of scaling down the frame rate, and achieving a 
proportional reduction in power draw. Interestingly, if the digital sensor is operated at 
frame rates similar to that as the analog sensor, we actually observe savings in power due 
to the absence of analog bias currents (Figure 29).  
Throughout this discussion, we have seen how 3D integration can be combined with 
in-pixel ADCs to yield highly parallel, high throughput imagers. However, our preceding 
discussion in the previous chapters has shown that for sensor based neural acceleration 
framework, it is often the processing portion that is responsible for the principal bottleneck. 
Therefore, in the next section, we are going to couple this imager with emerging device 
based processor in memory architectures to take full advantage of the high throughput 
brought forward by the digital pixel based sensor array. 
4.2 Processing-in-Memory Architecture using ReRAM  
Processing-in-Memory (PIM) architectures offer the potential to integrate 
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computation and storage within a memory device, thus eliminating the separation between 
compute and data, and leading to advantages in terms of throughput and energy efficiency 
[68-70].  
 
Figure 30 (a) ReRAM crossbar based PIM architecture (b) Multiply-Accumulate 
operation using memristors 
Recent efforts have focused on using non-volatile memory (NVM), particularly 
resistive RAM (ReRAM) architectures to perform in-memory computation [33-35, 71]. 
Simply put, an ReRAM device consists of a resistive switching layer (e.g. HfOx, NiO, TiO2, 
Al2O3) sandwiched between two electrodes (e.g. Pt, TiN) [72, 73]. The resistance of an 
ReRAM device is variable, and can be modulated by applying a set or a reset voltage. In 
ReRAM PIM architectures, the principal idea is to utilize a crossbar array to carry out 
vector matrix multiplication (VMM) [74, 75] using mixed signal computation. Figure 30(a) 
shows a basic ReRAM based VMM unit with crossbar and peripherals, and Figure 30(b) 
shows how ReRAMs can be used to carry out multiply-accumulate operations. The 
conductance of the memristors can be programmed to the values G1, G2,… n, and so on. 
If the voltages V1,V2,…Vn are applied to each of the n rows, cell i passes current Ii = Vi × 
Gi into the bitline according to Kirchoff’s law. As Figure 30(b) shows, the total current into 
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the bitline is the sum of currents passed by each cell in the column. Thus this current I 
represents a dot product vector operation between the set of input voltages at each row (V) 
and the set of conductances at in a given column (G). 
The neural network parameters are programmed into the device conductances, and 
the input vectors are applied as analog wordline voltages. Therefore the current emerging 
from each bitline can represent the neuron outputs in a CNN, where each neuron is 
subjected to the same inputs, but produces different outputs due to a different set of synaptic 
weights. Since the multiplication operation in ReRAM array is primarily analog, the digital 
inputs into the array must be first converted to analog signals through a DAC and the analog 
outputs must be converted back into digital through an ADC. This digital conversion is 
necessary in order to communicate with the other digital blocks in the system. 
 
Figure 31 ISSAC architecture hierarchy [33] 
In order to investigate the system level impact of coupling highly parallel 3D 
integrated sensors with PIM architectures, we evaluate a previously published, well-known 
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ReRAM based neural accelerator – ISAAC[33]. ISAAC was one of the first works to 
design and characterize a full-fledged accelerator based on crossbars. The work introduced 
a pipelined architecture with some crossbars dedicated for each neural network layer and 
eDRAM buffers that gather the data between the pipeline stages. Figure 31 shows the basic 
architecture of the system. The entire chip is composed of a number of tiles (T) connected 
through a concentrated mesh. Each tile contains eDRAM buffers to store input values, in-
situ multiply-accumulate (IMA) units, and output registers to combine results. The tiles 
also contains shift-and-add, max-pool and sigmoid blocks. Each IMA contains a number 
of crossbar arrays and ADCs, as well as input/output registers and shift-and-add units. 
During operation, inputs are provided to ISAAC through the external IO interface, 
which is then directed to the tiles processing the first CNN layer. An FSM inside the tile 
routs these inputs to the corresponding IMAs. The IMAs carry out the required dot product 
operations required for feature extraction and classification, and send the results to ADCs, 
which are combined in the output registers after shift-and-add operations. To reduce power 
and area overhead due to ADCs, ISAAC shares the ADCs among multiple crossbars. The 
IMA output is passed through the sigmoid operator, and stored in the eDRAM banks of the 
tiles processing the next CNN layer. This process continues until the final layer generates 
an output which is then sent out through the I/O interface. ISAAC also supports the use of 
multiple chips in order to process larger networks. 
The basic architecture in ISAAC has a number of configurable parameters such as 
(1) the ReRAM crossbar array size, (2) the number of crossbars in IMA, (3) the number of 
ADCs in IMA and (4) the number of IMAs in a tile. These parameters were tuned in order 
to optimize three metrics - (1) Computational Efficiency (CE), the number of operations 
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performed per second per unit area, (2) Power Efficiency (PE), the number of operations 
performed per second per watt, and (3) Storage Efficiency (SE), the on-chip capacity for 
storing synaptic weights per unit area. This gives rise to three configurations for ISAAC 
which optimize performance, energy and storage respectively [33], which are provided 
below 
1. ISAAC-CE is optimized for performance, and contains 12 IMAs per tile, 8 ADCs per 
IMA, and 8 crossbar arrays of size 128×128 per IMA. 
2. ISAAC-PE is optimized for energy, and contains 16 IMAs per tile, 8 ADCs per IMA, 
and 8 crossbar arrays of size 128×128 per IMA. 
3. ISAAC-SE is optimized for storage, and contains 4 IMAs per tile, 8 ADCs per IMA, 
and 512 crossbar arrays of size 256×256 per IMA. 
In the subsequent sections, we will discuss the system level implications of coupling 
these ReRAM based PIM architectures with the digital sensor pixel, and explore the impact 
of system architecture on system performance and energy efficiency. 
4.3 System Overview 
So far on our discussion regarding 3D integrated sensors with deep neural network 
computations, we have covered two types of sensors. Both the sensors have an identical 
resolution of 1280 × 768 pixels, as well as identical pixel pitch (9µm × 9µm), but differ in 
architecture, sensing mechanism and throughput.  
1. The first sensor architecture, described in CHAPTER 3, is primarily analog in nature. It 
consists of two tiers, consisting of pixels in the top tier followed by an array of ADCs 
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in the tier below it. Despite the 3D structure, the sensor still performs row-by-row 
readout, and does not fully take advantage of the parallelism offered by 3D integration. 
Since the ADCs are primarily analog circuits, a large portion of the power consumption 
for this sensor architecture comes from bias power consumption of the ADC 
comparators, and the power is relatively insensitive to performance scaling. 
2. The second sensor architecture, discussed in Section 4.1, is composed of “digital 
pixels”, with each pixel containing a dedicated ADC.  he sensor contains three tiers – 
with the top tier consisting only of photodiodes, the second tier containing the ADC 
which generates spikes at a rate proportional to photocurrent, and the third tier contains 
an 8-bit counter to count the number of generated spikes. Since each pixel contains an 
ADC, this sensor offers opportunities for massive level parallelism by A/D converting 
all the pixels simultaneously. In addition, due to the absence of analog circuitry in the 
pixels, this architecture offers power scaling advantages, and allows trade-offs between 
performance and energy consumption. 
Similarly, when it comes to the neural computation layer, we have two principal 
options. Both architectures are able to implement deep neural networks and perform feature 
extraction/classification, but vary widely in their approach. 
1. The first neural accelerator, presented in CHAPTER 3, is based primarily on the 
Neurocube [27] architecture, and is a purely digital implementation. The processing 
engine essentially consists of 16 parallelly operating segments arranged in a 4×4 grid, 
with each segment processing a section of the image obtained from the sensor. There 
are two possible configurations for this sensor – one with on-chip stacked DRAM where 
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all DNN weights are stored on chip, and another configuration with synaptic weights 
stored in off-chip DRAM. 
2. The second neural accelerator, presented in Section 4.2, is a processing-in-memory 
architecture based on ISAAC[33]. The main processing engine consists of analog 
computations carried out by crossbar arrays composed of ReRAM. Since the main 
computation engine is analog, this architecture requires the crossbar inputs to undergo 
D/A conversion before vector matrix multiplication, and for the crossbar outputs to 
undergo A/D conversion to interface with the rest of the digital blocks in the system. 
For this architecture, three possible configurations were introduced which optimize 
performance, power, and storage. For our analysis, we will focus only on the 
performance and storage optimized configurations since the performance and energy 
consumption for ISAAC-CE and ISAAC-PE are quite similar with only slight 
differences. 
 
Figure 32 Overview of the four basic configurations of our system (off-chip DRAM 
not shown) 
In order to investigate the impact of digital pixels and processing in memory on 
neural accelerators, and to compare against conventional sensing mechanisms coupled with 
digital architectures (i.e. Neurosensor), we are going to investigate four basic combinations 
of sensors and accelerators for our system, as shown in Figure 32. Also, since both the 
digital and ReRAM accelerators have multiple configurations (configurations C1 and C2 
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for digital accelerator, ISAAC-CE and ISAAC-SE for ReRAM accelerator), we have, in 
total, eight possible combinations of sensor and neural accelerator. It should be noted that 
all the possible configurations also contain off-chip DRAM, wherever applicable, to store 
synaptic weights in case the memory requirements are too large to fit on chip. In the 
subsequent section, we are going to discuss the simulation methodology to be used in order 
evaluate these different system configurations. 
4.4 Simulation Framework 
 
Figure 33 Latency and energy computation methodology for digital sensor and 
ReRAM accelerator 
Our simulation framework analyses the system in terms of performance and energy. 
Similar to the analysis in CHAPTER 3, we consider only inference and assume the synaptic 
weights are loaded into the system from HPC at the very beginning. 
For the analog sensor and digital neural accelerator, the same methodology as that in 
Figure 10 is used to determine computation latency and system energy. For the digital pixel 
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and ReRAM accelerator, we adopt the framework shown in Figure 33. Pre-layout SPICE 
simulations are used to determine the capture latency and energy. Since we do not have 
detailed access to the internal workings of the ReRAM accelerator, we adopt a simplified 
method to determine processing latency and energy. Using a cycle level simulator, we first 
obtain the number of floating point operations of a give neural network. Next, we divide 
the number of operations with the compute efficiency figure (in GOPS/s) quoted in [33] to 
find the processing latency. Similarly, for processing energy, we divide the number of 
operations (from cycle level simulator) with power efficiency (in GOPS/J) in order to 
obtain the processing energy. The cycle level simulator also states how much off-chip 
memory access, if any, is required. DDR3 specs are used to determine the resulting off-
chip memory access latency and energy, similar to that in CHAPTER 3. 
For the purpose of this analysis, we consider only computation, since both 
processing-in-memory and digital pixels affect only computation, and will have no effect 
on transmission latency or energy. The computation throughput, in terms of frames per 






where tcapture is the time taken to capture the image, and tprocess is the time taken to perform 
feature extraction and/or classification on the captured image. 
4.5 Simulation Results 
4.5.1 ISAAC Performance, Energy Efficiency and Capacity 
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Table 8 System Parameters for ISAAC (PIM only, no sensor) 
P r meter ISAAC-CE ISAAC-SE 
IMA per tile 12 4 
ADCs per IMA 8 8 
Cross  r Arr ys per IMA 8 512 
Cross  r Size 128×128 256×256 
Throughput  GOPs/s  40902.33 8826.09 
Power Effi ien y  GOPS/J  627.5 312.5 
Stor ge C p  ity  MB  63.196 1729.35 
As mentioned previously, we are going to evaluate two possible configurations for 
ISAAC, optimized for performance and storage; the power optimized configuration is not 
considered because its parameters, as well as performance, energy efficiency and storage 
are quite close to the performance optimized configuration. We calculate the performance, 
energy efficiency and storage efficiency of ISAAC considering the metrics reported in [33]. 
ISAAC-CE and ISAAC-SE have compute efficiencies of 478.95 GOPs/s/mm2 and 103.35 
GOPs/s/mm2 respectively. Considering an area of 85.4mm2, this puts ISAAC-CE 
throughput at 40902.33 GOPs/s and ISAAC-SE throughput at 8826.09 GOPs/s. However, 
this 4.5× reduction in throughput for ISAAC-SE is counterbalanced by a 27× increase in 
storage efficiency, which results in ISAAC-CE having a weight storage capacity of only 
63.196 MB, while ISAAC-SE can store 1729.35 MB. This information is summarized in 
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Table 8. In the next section, we will use these throughput, power efficiency and capacity 
metrics to calculate the power and performance of our sensor integrated system according 
to the methodology in Figure 33. 
4.5.2 Computation Throughput and Energy considering infinite storage 
 
Figure 34 Computation throughput for (a) AlexNet and (b) GoogLeNet with 
integrated digital sensor. Memory limitations ignored. Neurosensor configuration C1 
included for comparison. 
For this analysis, we couple the PIM architectures with the digital sensor and 
investigate how the computation throughput and energy varies as more DNN layers are 
integrated in the system. Similar to the analysis in CHAPTER 3, we follow the same 
approach of block quantizing the convolutional neural networks. We are going to perform 
our analysis on two well-known convolutional neural networks – AlexNet, which has a 
relatively small number of operations (7.17 GOPs, 3661 MB memory) but large memory 
requirements, and GoogLeNet, which is heavy on computation but light on memory 
requirements (24.75 GOPs, 562 MB memory). For the initial part of our analysis, we are 
not going to consider the implications of limited on-chip weight storage capacity since our 
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objective is to initially demonstrate the full advantages of coupling digital sensors to PIM 
architectures without system level limitations imposed by area/memory capacity. 
Figure 34 shows how the computation throughput for ISAAC integrated with digital 
sensor varies as more layers of the DNN are integrated on chip. Since the digital sensor 
offers an opportunity to scale performance, we have decided to operate the sensor with an 
effective capture time of 50µs, which translates to a frame capture throughput of 20000 
frames/second. This represents a good compromise between sensor throughput and power, 
since running the sensor faster would increase power consumption, while running it slower 
would result in the sensor being the system bottleneck. As Figure 34 shows, integrating 
more layers on chip increases the amount of computation and thus decreases computation 
throughput, and ISAAC_SE has lower throughput than ISAAC_CE, as expected. The 
throughput for GoogLeNet is also lower than that for AlexNet due to the increased number 
of computations that GoogLeNet must carry out. When compared with configuration C1 
for Neurosensor though, the computation throughput for ISAAC is significantly higher, 
even for the ISAAC_SE configuration, thus showing the possible advantages for 
processing-in-memory computation. 
When it comes to computation energy, Figure 35 shows that PIM architectures also 
consume less energy than Neurosensor. ISAAC_SE exhibits inferior energy efficiency than 
ISAAC_CE since ISAAC_SE was primarily configured for increased storage capacity. 
Thus PIM architectures coupled with digital sensors exhibit high throughput as well as 
higher energy efficiency than Neurosensor. 
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Figure 35 Computation energy for (a) AlexNet and (b) GoogLeNet with integrated 
digital sensor. Memory limitations ignored. Neurosensor configuration C1 included 
for comparison. 
4.5.3 Computation Throughput and Energy considering limited storage 
While the above analysis shows the performance and energy efficiency advantages 
of PIM architectures, a significant shortcoming of the above analysis is that we consider 
all the synaptic weights are stored on chip, and we do not consider the effect of having 
limited storage. In practice, the chip will have a physical storage capacity dictated by the 
design and the area, as shown in Table 8. Thus, only a fixed number of layers can be 
implemented on the chip at a given time. Once the layers have been fully processed, the 
weights for the next layer(s) have to be fetched from off-chip DRAM (similar to 
Neurosensor configuration C2, we assume a 32×16 = 512-bit bus for off-chip DRAM); this 
will introduce significant performance and energy overhead. Thus in this section, we are 




Figure 36 Computation throughput for (a) AlexNet and (b) GoogLeNet with 
integrated digital sensor considering limited synaptic weight storage. Neurosensor 
configuration C1 included for comparison. 
Figure 36 shows the layer-by-layer computation throughput for AlexNet and 
GoogLeNet considering limited storage capacity for synaptic weights. As Table 8 shows, 
ISAAC_CE has a weight storage capacity of 63.196 MB while ISAAC_SE can store up to 
1729.35 MB. Considering AlexNet, this allows ISAAC_CE to store only up to BQL 2, and 
for ISAAC_SE to store up to BQL 3. Whenever the storage capacity has been exhausted, 
the entire system must stall and wait for the weights to be fetched from off-chip DRAM. 
Similar to the analysis in CHAPTER 3, we assume the 512-bit DDR3 bus requires 12ns of 
latency for each fetch cycle. Because of this latency penalty for off-chip memory access, 
the throughput for ISAA_CE drops drastically at BQL 3; its capacity has been exhausted 
and new synaptic weights have to be fetched from off-chip memory. Similarly, after BQL 
3, ISAAC_SE has to fetch weights from external memory and faces a corresponding drop 
in throughput. Therefore, even though the digital sensor architecture with ReRAM 
accelerator is superior to Neurosensor C1 for shallow networks or partial implementation 
of deep networks, its advantage is negated whenever off-chip memory access must be 
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performed. Neurosensor C1 is not subject to this memory access penalty because all the 
weights are stored in on-chip DRAM. 
When GoogLeNet is considered in Figure 36(b), we see a similar story for ISAA_CE. 
The limited storage capacity only allows up to BQL 4 to be implemented on chip; 
subsequent layers require off-chip memory access and cause performance penalties. 
However, since GoogLeNet requires only 562 MB of memory, the network in its entirety 
can be implemented in ISAA_SE. As a result, it shows significantly higher computation 
throughput compared to Neurosensor C1 and ISAAC_CE. 
 
Figure 37 Computation energy for (a) AlexNet and (b) GoogLeNet with integrated 
digital sensor considering limited synaptic weight storage. Neurosensor configuration 
C1 included for comparison. 
The energy consumption for PIM neural accelerators tells a similar story. Figure 37 
shows that even though ISAAC_CE starts off as the configuration with the lowest energy 
consumption, as the network grows deeper, its energy efficiency advantages are cancelled 
out whenever off-chip synaptic weights must be fetched (BQL 3 for AlexNet, BQL 5 for 
GoogLeNet). ISAAC_SE fares better in this regard thanks to its higher storage capacity. 
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ISAAC_SE can thus maintain high energy efficiency up to BQL 3 for AlexNet and for the 
entirety of GoogLeNet. 
To sum up our analysis for this section, it can be said that PIM architectures with 
integrated digital sensor retain their performance and energy advantages only as long as 
off-chip memory access is not required – this is expected, since if we want to access 
external memory, the architecture essentially no longer remains processing-in-memory. 
Thus for implementing deep neural networks with PIM architectures, we argue that rather 
than the computation or throughput efficiency, the capacity for synaptic weight storage is 
the key metric for determining performance and energy efficiency. 
4.5.4 Impact of sensor architecture on throughput 
So far we have seen how PIM architectures coupled with highly parallel digital 
sensors can be used to realize high throughput energy efficient neural accelerators 
(provided the memory requirements are kept low). In this section, we are going to 
investigate how the sensor architecture can determine the system throughput. To carry out 
this analysis, we will evaluate a number of different combinations by adopting a mix-and-
match approach between sensor and accelerator architecture, as shown in Figure 32. Since 
both the ReRAM (ISAAC_CE, ISAAC_SE) and digital accelerator (configuration C1, 




Figure 38 Impact of sensor architecture on computation throughput for AlexNet. 
ReRAM accelerator assumes limited storage for synaptic weights. 
Figure 38 shows how the computation throughput for AlexNet changes as more 
layers are integrated in the system. We first couple the analog sensor architecture, presented 
in CHAPTER 3, with all the neural accelerators. It is seen that in the DNN BQLs for 
ISAAC where the throughput is not limited by memory capacity, e.g. BQL 1 and 2, the 
drop in throughput is almost negligible, which indicates that the processing latency (time 
taken to perform feature extraction) is negligible compared to the capture latency (time 
taken to capture and convert the image), thus image capture is the main performance 
bottleneck for ISAAC in this region. However, when ISAAC requires off-chip memory, 
e.g. BQL 4 onwards, there is a significant drop in throughput brought forward by off-chip 
memory access latency. The results for C1 and C2 coupled with analog sensor show 
steadily decreasing throughput with deeper networks from the very first layer, indicating 
that processing latency is the main bottleneck for the digital accelerators. It should be noted 
that C1 does not suffer the memory access penalty for deep networks since all its weights 
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are stored in on-chip DRAM, whereas for C2 which stores synaptic weights in off-chip 
DRAM, we see significant drops in throughput whenever a large amount of memory is 
being accessed (e.g. at BQL 4). 
When it comes to the digital sensor, we initially see a very high throughput at BQL 
0 (due to parallel sensing architecture). For the subsequent layers, both configurations (C1 
and C2) for the digital accelerator show a large drop in throughput, indicating that the high 
throughput advantages for the digital sensor are being negated by the relatively long 
processing latency for both C1 and C2. When the entire DNN is implemented, the digital 
sensor offers only modest performance gains for the digital accelerator. The ReRAM 
accelerators, however, have much lower processing latency than either C1 or C2, and thus 
show much higher throughput than the case where they were bottlenecked due to the analog 
sensor. However, as discussed previously, this performance advantage is annulled 
whenever synaptic weights have to be fetched from external memory. 
A similar analysis carried out using GoogLeNet echoes the previous trends to a large 
degree. However, since GoogLeNet has a lower memory requirement than AlexNet, it 
serves to better demonstrate the advantages of PIM computation since it allows more layers 
to be implemented on chip before being subjected to off-chip memory access penalty. 
Figure 39 shows that for analog sensor, even though ISAAC_SE is initially 
bottlenecked by long capture time, the reduced processing time enabled by PIM 
architecture causes it to achieve the highest throughput among the four evaluated 
combinations. ISAAC_CE also initially exhibits high throughput, however it is subjected 
to a throughput drop whenever off-chip memory access is required (BQL 5 onwards). C1 
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and C2, on the other hand, are not bottlenecked by the sensor, and shows a steady reduction 
in throughput as the network gets deeper and more processing is performed. Similar to the 
AlexNet analysis, digital sensors for C1 and C2 do not provide large advantages since they 
are primarily limited by the long processing time. However ISAAC shows significantly 
heightened throughput as long as off-chip memory access is not required. 
 
Figure 39 Impact of sensor architecture on computation throughput for GoogLeNet. 
ReRAM accelerator assumes limited storage for synaptic weights. 
When it comes to energy, Figure 15 and Figure 37 show that capture energy is a 
negligible component of the total computation energy. Thus any impact of the sensor 
architecture on the total computation energy will be minimal; therefore we do not 
investigate how different sensor architectures will impact the energy efficiency of the 
system. 
To summarize this discussion on how processing-in-memory computing and digital 
sensors can achieve higher energy efficiency, Figure 40 shows the computation energy and 
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throughput for all the eight configurations when the entire GoogLeNet classification 
pipeline is implemented. Firstly, it is seen that off-chip memory access always entails a 
large drop in throughput and corresponding increase in energy – hence, C2 as well as 
ISAAC_CE exhibits reduced energy efficiency due to their dependence on off-chip 
memory. Also, since these configurations are bottlenecked by memory access latency, the 
impact of sensor architecture is negligible. C1 exhibits superior energy efficiency due to 
its on-chip DRAM, however, the digital accelerator is still not fast enough to take full 
advantage of the digital sensor, and ends up bottlenecking it, thus making both 
configurations for C1 fairly identical. ISAAC_SE, on the other hand, is the only accelerator 
fast enough to fully utilize the throughput advantages of the digital sensor, and the 
combination of ISAAC_SE with the digital sensor offers the highest throughput as well as 
lowest energy efficiency; all the other configurations end up bottlenecking either the sensor 
or the accelerator. 
 
Figure 40 Throughput vs energy for varying accelerator and sensor architectures 
considering GoogLeNet classification 
             































          
                 
        
  
  
        
      











This chapter started with the Neurosensor concept put forward in CHAPTER 3, and 
explored alternate options for the sensor architecture and neural accelerator. While 
Neurosensor contained primarily an analog sensor coupled with a digital accelerator, this 
chapter investigated the implications of coupling a digital sensor with a primarily analog 
accelerator based on ReRAM. The digital sensor offers opportunities for achieving 
extremely high throughput imaging by integrating an ADC for each pixel and A/D 
converting all pixels simultaneously. The ReRAM accelerator also offers opportunities to 
achieve increased throughput due to its implementation of processing-in-memory 
computing. However, the potential throughput advantages are largely dependent on the 
amount of memory required by the implemented neural network – and off-chip memory 
access in order to access synaptic weights often negates the advantages of PIM 
computation. Subsequent analysis was also carried out to investigate how sensor 
architecture affects the throughput. Our analysis found that coupling the digital accelerator 
with the high throughput digital sensor provides only modest improvements in 
performance due to processing latency being the main bottleneck for the digital accelerator. 
Similarly, coupling analog sensor with the ReRAM accelerator diminishes the performance 
advantages of PIM computing since it is bottlenecked by the capture latency. However, as 
the network grows deeper and computation latency becomes more dominant, the PIM 
architecture throughput advantages become more apparent despite the slow sensor 
architecture. Thus our analysis found that the configuration with the highest energy 
efficiency involves coupling the high speed analog accelerator with the high speed digital 
sensor; other configurations end up bottlenecking either the sensor or the accelerator. In 
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summary, massively parallel digital sensors stacked with PIM architecture based neural 
accelerators can further leverage the advantages of 3D integration and help achieve high 
performance and energy efficient sensing and classification platforms. However, the 
system (accelerator) configuration, in particular the memory capacity, and the architecture 




CHAPTER 5. RECONFIGURABLE IMAGE SENSOR NODE 
WITH ENERGY HARVESTING 
 
Figure 41 System overview of image sensor node 
This chapter discusses the design and post-silicon measurement results of a 2D image 
sensor node with integrated energy harvesting capabilities [46, 76]. Figure 41 shows the 
component blocks of the chip, designed in 130nm technology. The image sensor array and 
ADC capture and convert the image in 8×8 pixel macroblocks which facilitates block level 
pipelining. The SRAM block acts as a buffer to the processor. The digital processor 
determines whether a macroblock contains moving objects (Region-of-Interest, ROI) or 
not. Only the ROI MBs are transmitted, while non-ROI MBs are dropped, thus leading to 
transmission energy savings. The wireless transmission controller acts as an interface to an 
off-chip transmitter.  
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The system is powered by an energy storage element (battery or high-density 
capacitor), which can be charged by the energy harvested from the image sensor. The image 
sensor can be configured to work in either imaging or harvesting mode. Under imaging 
mode, the sensor works in photoconductive mode, performing image capture and A/D 
conversion, and subsequently passing the converted image to the processor. All the system 
blocks are powered by the power management unit (PMU) under this mode. However, 
under harvesting mode, the power management unit turns off power to all non-essential 
blocks, and the sensor is configured to operate in photovoltaic mode, essentially turning 
into a solar cell and allowing energy to be harvested by the power management unit and 
stored in an off-chip capacitor. The PMU output voltage thus increases during harvesting 
mode when energy is being stored in the capacitor, and decreases during imaging mode 
when energy is being drawn from the capacitor. The ultimate goal of this work is therefore 
to achieve self-sustained operation, where the system is able to operate solely with energy 
harvested from the sensor. 
It should be mentioned that the development of this chip was a collaborative effort, 
with the author of this work being involved primarily with the design of the sensing and 
power management blocks. Details of the ROI-based compression mechanism can be 
found in [64], and is not a focus of this thesis. Therefore, for the purpose of this work, we 
will assume our chip to be a system which generates energy in harvesting mode, and 
performs image capture and transmits the unprocessed/uncompressed image through an 
off-chip wireless transmitter in imaging mode. Hence we will constrain our discussion only 
to the sensor, ADC and the power management circuits. Initially, we will discuss the design 
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and findings from the first version of this chip, and subsequently discuss the modifications 
and results from a revised version of the same system that was taped out at a later date. 
5.1 System Overview 
5.1.1 Energy Harvesting Image Sensor 
Figure 42 shows the system schematic of the image sensor array, designed in 130nm. 
The CMOS image sensor array contains 128×96 pixels arranged into 16 horizontal and 12 
vertical blocks, each of which consists of 8×8 pixels. Rather than the conventional method 
of row-wise readout, the CMOS sensor performs a block-wise readout which enables block 
level processing and pipelining between the sensor and the processor. For block level 
readout, after the first row is selected, the first 8 columns are read out simultaneously 
through 8 parallel ADCs. Once conversion is finished, the ADC outputs are latched. Rather 
than the conventional approach of reading out the next 8 columns of the first row, for block-
level readout, we select the next row and the first 8 columns of the second row are read 
Figure 42 Block diagram of CMOS image sensor 
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out. This continues until the 8th row of the block is read out, which completes the read out 
of the first block. We then move on to the next block and the entire readout procedure is 
carried out again, 8 columns at a time, until all the 128 macroblocks are read. 
Figure 43 (a) and (b) show the circuit schematic and layout respectively of the 
logarithmic energy harvesting pixel. Compared to the standard logarithmic pixel seen 
previously in Figure 2, this pixel contains four extra transistors which enable it to be 
configured for either imaging or harvesting mode. The size of the pixel still remains the 
 
Figure 43 (a) Circuit schematic of logarithmic energy harvesting pixel (b) Pixel layout 
(c) Imaging mode operation, CDS dark sample (d) Imaging mode operation, CDS 
illuminated mode (e) Harvesting mode operation 
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same as presented previously at 81µm2, however the addition of four extra harvesting 
transistors causes a ~10% drop in fill factor to 44%. 
Figure 43 (c), (d) and (e) explain how the pixel operates in imaging and harvesting 
mode. Under imaging mode, the harvesting signal EH is low, which essentially reduces the 
pixel circuit to the standard logarithmic pixel of Figure 2. This pixel also employs CDS in 
order to minimize the effect of fixed pattern noise, the operation of which can be seen in 
Figure 43 (b) and (c). During harvesting mode, the pixel is configured as seen in Figure 43 
(e). This turns off the signal readout path, and connects the photodiode cathode to the 
ground, and energy is extracted at the VEH node. The VEH node of all the pixels are shorted 
together to effectively form a single photovoltaic cell. In this mode, the charge flow from 
the pixels will be similar to that of a photovoltaic cell with an effective area of 0.44mm2 
(128×96 pixels × 81µm2 × 44% fill factor).  
The analog-to-digital converters are 8-bit single slope ADCs, and adopt an 
architecture co-designed for correlated double sampling. The ADC architecture is identical 
to that in 3.1.2., and A/D converts the difference between the dark and the illuminated 
samples. There are 8 parallelly operating ADCs, and the sensor output voltages are muxed 
into the input of these 8 ADCs. Once A/D conversion is completed, the digital outputs are 
transferred to the image processor through a 64-bit (eight 8-bit ADCs) bus. 
5.1.2 Power Management Unit 
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Figure 44 PMU architecture with energy harvesting and voltage regulation [76, 77] 
Figure 44 shows the energy harvesting and power delivery system architecture which 
uses a single inductor and single power stage [76, 77]. The PMU architecture in Figure 44, 
employed in the first version of the chip, was also a collaborative effort, and further details 
of the architecture can be found in [77]. The contribution of this thesis towards the power 
management unit is the identification of the limitations of this architecture, and 
implementing modifications to improve system functionality. The PMU modifications 
have been discussed in Section 5.3.4, and have been implemented in a revised version of 
this testchip. 
The power management circuit operates in two modes – harvest (boost operation), 
and power delivery (buck operation). The pulse frequency mode (PFM) controller provides 
all the control signals for the boost and buck operation. During harvesting mode, the 
transmission gate XG1 is turned on, which transfers energy through boost converter 
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operation from the photodiode (VEH) to the storage element (VBAT). During power 
delivery mode, the PMU transfers power from the storage element (VBAT) to VOUT1, 
VOUT2, and VOUT3 through buck converter operation. During this mode, the 
transmission gate XG1 is turned off, and the switches SW1, SW2, and SW3 are turned on 
using a dedicated feedback controller for each output. The output voltage rails have built-
in priority control to provide opportunity to differentiate between critical and non-critical 
circuit blocks (VOUT1 has the highest priority while VOUT3 has the lowest). Cross-
regulation is provided by this priority based mechanism, where, in the event of 
simultaneous power demand, power is provided to the lower priority voltage rail only when 
the demand for the higher priority output has been met. This ensures no cross regulation at 
the highest priority output while offering standard cross regulation performance at the 
lowest priority one. 
The control circuits are powered by VBAT allowing harvesting from very low 
voltages when VBAT>0.37V. The PMU also contains zero-current detection and over 
current protection for both buck and boost mode operation. The maximum power point 
tracking (MPPT) controller uses fractional MPPT technique [78, 79], and limits the 
inductor current if the loaded VEH drops below 50% of the open circuit VEH. This MPPT 
technique thus simplifies the algorithm while harvesting 70% of the peak power. 
Autonomous bias gating cuts off bias current to the non-essential system blocks in sleep 
phase for both buck and boost modes, thus causing significant reduction in bias power [80, 
81]. 
The PMU also contains autonomous mode management which controls switching 
between the buck and boost mode of operation depending on priority of load and battery 
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voltage level. For applications with a target frame rate, a frame rate control signal will 
cause the harvesting signal, EH to change from low (sensing) to high (harvesting). When 
EH is low, the PMU is totally in power delivery mode, and only acts as a SIMO buck 
converter to provide power to the sensing, processing and transmission blocks. When EH 
is high, it enables both buck and boost operation. The boost mode harvests energy from the 
sensor to the battery. However, the buck operation is essential for some circuit blocks even 
between two frames. For example, preserving the frame data for the previous frame is 
essential when performing frame differencing based compression, and hence the memory 
must always be powered on. The autonomous mode ensures (i) boost-only operation when 
battery voltage (VBAT) is less than a specified lower-limit threshold (ii) buck-only 
operation when battery voltage (VBAT) is higher than a higher-limit threshold, and (iii) 
switching between buck and boost mode operation when VBAT is between the higher-
limit and lower-limit thresholds. 
5.2 Measurement Results 
In this section we are going to discuss the results from post-silicon characterization 
of the image sensor.  A test-chip (shown in Figure 45) in 130nm GF8RF process was 
fabricated to demonstrate the image sensor operation. The dimensions of the chip are 
2mm×2mm, and the chip is wire bonded in open cavity LCC68 package. The inductor of 
the power management unit is off-chip, and integrated into the PCB. 
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Figure 45 Die photo of the image sensor chip 
5.2.1 Image Sensor and Energy Harvesting 
 
Figure 46 Sensor output under (a) fully dark condition (b) 180klux illumination. (c) 
Image captured with a thin object in front of sensor 
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Functionality of the image sensor was tested by interfacing the chip with MATLAB. 
The transmission controller in the chip is used to send out a stream of serialized data which 
is captured by a data acquisition unit (NI PXIe-1082). The data acquisition unit interfaces 
with MATLAB, which is then used to reconstruct the image from serialized data. Figure 
46 shows images captured for fully dark and illuminated conditions as well as with a static 
thin object in front of the sensor in different positions. The image shows high level of 
random and fixed-pattern noise. Also, the pixel value differences between the object (dark) 
and the background (bright) are not significant, indicating very limited dynamic range 
(5.42dB) and reduced pixel photosensitivity. All these factors contribute to an image that 
unfortunately provides very limited information. In a later section, we will discuss the 
contributing factors behind the poor imager performance and the steps we can take to 
improve it. 
 
Figure 47 I-V characteristics of the sensor energy harvesting under 100klux and 
180klux intensity 
Figure 47 shows the DC I-V profile of the CMOS pixel array during harvesting. A 
cool white (7000K) LED lamp was used as a light source for harvesting. The peak power 
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was measured to be 2.1µW at 180klux luminance. 
 
Figure 48 PMU operating with energy harvested from CMOS image sensor [77] 
Figure 48 show the PMU harvesting from the image sensor, storing energy in battery 
and supplying a load domain. It is seen that VEH keeps decreasing as power is being drawn 
from the storage capacitor. Figure 49 show how the efficiency of the buck and boost 
regulators change with load. The efficiencies are low primarily because of unoptimized 
switch sizing. 
 
Figure 49 Efficiency profile of the boost and buck regulator [77] 
(a)
(b)


















5.2.2 System Self-Powering  
 
Figure 50 Breakdown of capture energy and break-even point for self-sustained 
operation (excluding transmitter) 
Based on measured power generation and consumption of the sensor, we estimate 
the self-supported frame rate (frame/sec). Figure 50 shows the consumed/harvested energy 
over time, neglecting the transmitter energy and latency overhead. At the maximum 
operating frequency of the system, processing of one frame (image sensing, processing, 
and preparing packets for transmission) consumes 10.3µJ of dynamic energy. After 
transmitting the last block of the frame, the system switches into the harvesting mode. 
During the harvesting mode, the entire system components are power-gated to avoid the 
leakage energy consumption. The image sensor array in the harvesting mode generates 
2.1µW assuming 180 klux light intensity. Therefore, this power should be integrated over 
time to supply the dynamic energy of the system for frame processing (10.3µJ). In this 
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setup, assuming energy can be extracted at 100% efficiency at the maximum power point 
from the sensor, the minimum frame interval for self-powered operation is 4.90 seconds.  
 
Figure 51 Harvested/consumed energy for varying frame rate and illumination 
To project the self-powered performance under varying frame rate, we show in 
Figure 51 how the frame rate changes when the harvested energy powers the on-chip 
system. In addition to the scenario in Figure 50, we investigate harvesting under 100klux 
illumination, and also explore how the self-powered frame rate changes if a transmitter is 
integrated into the system. It is seen that as frame rate decreases, harvested energy increases 
because of increased harvesting time. As seen from Figure 50, to obtain self-sustained 
operation, the interval between each frame capture event must be greater than 4.9 seconds. 
If we wish to also power the transmitter with the harvested energy, we must also account 
for the transmission energy overhead. Using a low power transmitter such as the nRF52840 
[82] consumes 500µJ to transmit 98.3kbits (single frame) of data. In addition, we must also 
account for the additional time the system needs to stay awake in order to interface with 
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and send the image into the transmitter, which increases the frame processing time to 60ms 
and consumes further energy since the system needs to stay longer in imaging mode. Thus 
considering the transmitter adds both latency and energy overheads to our system. 
Assuming these overheads, the self-powered frame capture interval increases to 324 
seconds/frame. Considering reduced light intensity (100 klux) further increases the self-
powered frame intervals to 7.9 s (without transmitter) and 524 s (with transmitter). 






Maximum Power @ 180 klux 
(µW) 
2.1 2.1 





per frame (µJ)  




TX Controller 4.5 79.4 
Transmitter N/A 500 
Total 10.3 681 
Minimum Frame Capture Time 
(ms) 
3.4 60 
Self-powered frame interval @ 
180 klux (s) 
4.9 324 
Self-powered frame interval @ 
100 klux (s) 
7.9 524 
 So far we have discussed the design and measurement results of our image sensor 
node with energy harvesting, and the principal measurement results are provided in Table 
9. We have also identified several limitations of the design. The image sensor exhibits poor 
photosensitivity and dynamic range. In addition, the output of the sensor is too noisy to 
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provide useful information. On the harvesting and power management side, we have seen 
that poor photosensitivity causes the generated power to be low, and coupled with the low 
PMU efficiency in the low power region, this makes the system unable to sustain self-
powered operation. In the next section, we will investigate the reasons behind the poor 
performance, and consider possible modifications to improve the overall design. 
5.3 Design Modifications for Performance Improvement 
5.3.1 Imager Noise Improvement 
 
Figure 52 Pixel response of harvesting pixel and non-harvesting pixel. Error bars 
represent standard deviation of photocurrent response 
In order to examine the sensor noise, we performed noise analysis on the harvesting 
pixel similar to the methodology laid out in Section 3.4.3. A pixel photocurrent sweep was 
carried out to find the pixel response to different levels of illumination, and 1000-point 
Monte Carlo analysis was performed at every point in order to model the change in pixel 
output due to transistor variation. Figure 52 shows the pixel response of the harvesting 
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pixel (Figure 43) considering FPN and compares it against the standard logarithmic pixel 
(Figure 2). The harvesting pixel exhibits higher FPN, especially at low photocurrent levels; 
in addition the harvesting pixel also has lower dynamic range. 
The discrepancy in photocurrent response between the two pixels can actually be 
traced back to the harvesting transistor M5. Under normal imaging conditions, we 
originally neglected the leakage current through M5. However, once we consider leakage 
current through transistor M5, equation (2) actually becomes 
 




where I0,M5 is the subthreshold leakage through M5. Under this condition, (3) becomes 
 





Figure 53 Pixel output for harvesting pixel with high leakage and low leakage 
harvesting transistor. Error bars show standard deviation of photocurrent response 
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Thus it is seen that despite CDS, there will be FPN due to subthreshold leakage current 
through the harvesting transistor M5. In addition, at low photocurrents, when the 
photocurrent becomes comparable with leakage current through M5 (~100pA from 
simulation), the pixel becomes unresponsive to light, and thus exhibits poor dynamic range. 
Since the main reason behind the poor dynamic range and high noise is leakage current 
through M5, replacing M5 with a high-threshold, low leakage device should serve to 
mitigate noise as well as restore dynamic range, as seen in Figure 53. 
5.3.2 ADC Noise Improvement 
      
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 54 (a) ADC architecture (b) Variation in ramp voltage waveform for 100 
Monte Carlo runs 
The above analysis points out one of the reasons behind the noisy image in Figure 
46. However, if the only source of noise is the image sensor pixel, the noise should be 
uncorrelated. Contrary to that assertion, Figure 46 shows a clear noise correlation among 
pixels in the same column, with vertical lines of noise running down the image. Therefore, 
it also becomes necessary to examine the ADC readout mechanism for possible sources of 
noise. For the ADC, we use the same architecture as seen in Figure 3. The principal sources 
of noise in the ADC are the sampling switches, sampling capacitor leakage, comparator 
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offset, and ramp voltage generator. In the current design, each ADC contains its own ramp 
generator, which causes different discharge rates for the ramp waveform among the 8 
ADCs. In addition, the ramp capacitor is typically discharged with a low current (~10nA), 
which further deteriorates the situation and increases variation in the ramp rate from one 
ADC to the next. Figure 54(b) shows the ramp waveform for 100 Monte Carlo runs; this 
large variation in ramp rate is primarily responsible for the vertical line FPN in the sensor 
image, as it causes a marked difference in the A/D converted values among neighboring 
pixels. If, however, we use a single ramp generator for all ADCs, as shown in Figure 55, 
and the same reference waveform is passed to all the 8 ADCs, this problem will be 
eliminated, and the biggest component of vertical FPN will be mitigated. In addition, using 
a single ramp generator will allow us to use a bigger ramp capacitor and discharge it with 
a larger current, thus further reducing detrimental effects due to variation. 
In addition to the major architectural change outline above, some minor 
modifications were also added to the ADC architecture to improve performance and 
reliability. Previously, the 8-bit ADC counter did not have overflow protection. So it was 
quite possible, if the ramp rate was too slow, for the ADC count to overflow, thus reporting 
erroneous values. In addition, another shortcoming of the ADC architecture was that its 
 
Figure 55 Modified ADC architecture - central ramp generator for all ADCs 
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operation was entirely self-timed. Capture and conversion of the next cycle would start 
immediately after all the 8 ADC were finished with A/D conversion. This would lead to an 
image dependent variable frame rate since darker images (less conversion time due to a 
lower) would be converted faster than well-illuminated images. The ADC design was thus 
modified to include counter overflow protection, and its architecture was modified so that 
the conversion time (frame rate) was dependent solely on the clock frequency. 
5.3.3 Harvesting Power and Photosensitivity Improvement 
 
Figure 56 (a) Pixel layout without filler metal (b) Pixel layout with filler metal (c) 
Cross-section of pixel with filler metal 
One of the major factors towards limiting self-powered frame rate is the harvested 
power from the sensor itself. A major contributor towards this limitation comes from the 
extra metal layers in the pixels that must be placed to satisfy the minimum metal density 
rule enforced by the foundry. As Figure 56 shows, placing the extra metal layers adjacent 
to the pixel places the photosensitive area in a “well”. For the 130nm technology that we 
use for fabrication, the depth of this well is 21.4µm [83], which significantly impedes the 
flow of light into the sensor. 
A possible method to mitigate this effect is to increase the area of the unit pixel by 
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4× to 18µm × 18µm (Figure 57). Using a bigger pixel will reduce the amount of filler metal 
(by percentage) in the pixel, and will thus allow more light to fall on the photosensitive 
area. In addition, increasing the pixel area also increases the fill factor from 44% to 70%, 
which should lead to a further increase in the amount of power generated. A bigger pixel 
should also increase photosensitivity due to increased photodiode area. It should be noted 
that since we want to keep the total chip area (2mm × 2mm) unchanged, an increased pixel 
size will result in a decrease in resolution from 128×96 pixels to 64×48 pixels. Lower 
image resolution results in lower perceptual quality of the image to the user, however this 
does not significantly degrade the detection performance of the moving object detection 
method. 
 
Figure 57 (a) Original pixel layout (b) Modified pixel layout with increased area 
5.3.4 Power Management Unit Improvement 
One of the primary hurdles towards self-powered operation is the low harvesting 
efficiency of the power converter. Since the PMU exhibits low efficiency in the µW range, 
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it cannot effectively harvest energy into the storage capacitor. The main reason behind this 
comes from the SIMO single power stage architecture of the system. During imaging, the 
system requires power in the mW range, which requires large drivers and power FETs, 
however, harvesting power is in the neighbourhood of µW. Using the same large drivers 
and power FETs for this range causes excessive switching loss, and thus reduces efficiency. 
 
Figure 58 Modified PMU architecture with dedicated power stages for buck and boost 
Figure 58 shows the modified PMU architecture with dedicated power stages for 
buck (harvesting power) and boost (delivering power). Since the power stages have been 
split up, it is now possible to size them independently for the power ranges they will be 
operating at. Since the boost stage is still operating at the mW range, the PFET and NFET 
power FET sizes are kept unmodified at 20mm and 10mm respectively. For the boost stage, 
the lower power requirements mean that the PFET and NFET power FETs can be 
downsized to 8mm and 4mm respectively. This downsizing also leads to reduction in the 
size of the power FET gate drivers, causing further savings in power. In the next sections, 
we discuss further modifications of the buck and boost architectures. 
5.3.4.1 Boost Architecture Modifications 
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The following major changes were made to the boost converter in order to improve 
its efficiency and minimize power consumption. 
1. More aggressive bias gating of oscillator, zero-current detection, and current limit 
blocks. The previous iteration of the architecture did not bias gate these circuit blocks 
when idle. 
2. Redesign of reference generation block to reduce power consumption. Resizing the 
bandgap generator circuit caused the bias current consumption of the bias generator to 
drop from 25nA to 11nA. 
3. Replacement of the MPPT block by a hysteretic comparator with externally adjustable 
harvesting thresholds. Excessive current being drawn from the harvesting capacitor 
might cause the voltage at node VEH to fall to extremely low levels at which boosting 
is not possible. The comparator monitors the voltage at the VEH node and stops 
harvesting whenever the voltage drops below the lower harvesting threshold. The 
boost converter starts up again when the voltage at VEH node reaches the upper 
harvesting threshold. 
 
Figure 59 Threshold based harvesting controller 
4. Use of a relaxation oscillator [84] to minimize comparator bias current. In the previous 
iteration, the feedback comparators in the boost architecture always stayed on, thus 













power, low frequency oscillator with 33% duty cycle, can be used to bias gate the 
oscillator, and thus reduce the bias power consumption. 
 
Figure 60 Relaxation oscillator architecture 
 Figure 60 shows the architecture of the relaxation oscillator. The core of the 
oscillator consists of three delay stages arranged in series, and the timing operation 
is shown in Figure 61(a). Each stage generates a delay proportional to the input 
current (set by the signal REF). Starting from Stage 1 at the reset stage, node VP1 is 
pulled up to VDD by M1 and VQ1 is pulled down to 0 by M6. At the timing stage, 
M2 turns on, which discharges the capacitor at a rate proportional to the input current. 
When VP1 reaches Vtrip, M7 turns on and VQ1 is pulled up to VDD by M7 and 
positive feedback through M4. The next timing cycle is started by the node VR1, 
which causes stage 3 to go into reset mode; the whole cycle then repeats for stage 3 
and then stage 2. Figure 61(b) shows how the oscillator frequency scales with power. 
Thus, to summarize the major changes to the boost converter, a hysteretic threshold based 
harvesting controller has been implemented, the bias generator has been resized, the 
oscillator and current limit comparator have undergone more aggressive bias gating, the 
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power FET drivers have been reduced, and a relaxation oscillator has been integrated to 
periodically bias gate the feedback comparators. The savings in idle power (from 
simulation) due to the above changes can be seen in Table 10. 
 
Figure 61 (a) Timing waveform for relaxation oscillator (b) Power versus frequency 
of relaxation oscillator 
 






Bias Generator 25.6 11.2 
Oscillator & Current 
Limit Comparator 
19.6 0.43 
Comparators 20 9 




Total 70 27 
5.3.4.2 Buck Architecture Modifications 
Aside from the splitting up of the power stages, the architecture of the buck converter 
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remains largely unchanged. Changes have been made to how the voltage rails behave in 
response to the harvesting signal. The first voltage rail, VOUT1, is meant to supply the 
sensor and preprocessor logic which can safely be turned off during harvesting. Therefore, 
VOUT1 is configured such that the harvesting signal causes SW1 in Figure 58 to turn off, 
thus turning off power to VOUT1. The third voltage rail, VOUT3, is used to power the 
circuit blocks that remain constantly on, such as the frame rate controller and harvesting 
signal generator; hence the switch SW3 which powers VOUT3 is independent of the 
harvesting signal. Finally, the analysis in [46] has shown that the self-powered frame rate 
can be considerably increased if the SRAM supply voltage is scaled during harvesting 
mode. Therefore, the feedback controller for the second supply rail, VOUT2, contains two 
independently adjustable voltage regulation levels. During image capture and processing, 
VOUT2 will be regulated at the higher voltage level, and during harvesting, VOUT2 will 
be regulated at the lower voltage level, thus resulting in power savings and increasing the 
self-powered frame rate. Table 11 shows the output specifications. 
Table 11 Buck converter output specifications 
Voltage Rail Priority Imaging Mode Harvesting Mode 
VOUT1 1 ON OFF 
VOUT2 2 ON, regulate at high voltage ON, regulate at low voltage 
VOUT3 3 ON ON 
5.4 Measurement results for the revised test chip 
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The revisions mentioned in the previous section were implemented and a revised 
version of the testchip was taped out again (Figure 62). The dimensions (2mm × 2mm) and 
package (LCC68) remain unchanged from before. Due to a separate power stage for the 
boost converter, this chip requires an extra inductor compared to previous iteration, which 
is integrated off-chip in the PCB. In this section we are going to go over the preliminary 
test results from the revised chip. 
 
Figure 62 Die photo of the revised chip 
5.4.1 Imager Performance Results 
Figure 63 shows the sensor output under three different illumination conditions. 
Compared to the output of the previous chip in Figure 46, we see considerably improved 
sensitivity to light owing to the changes implemented in the imager (bigger pixels, low 
threshold harvesting transistors) and the ADC (central ramp generator, counter overflow 
protection). In particular, the sensor now shows sensitivity to ambient light as well, which 
was not at all observed with the previous design, and exhibits superior dynamic range 
(10.67dB). It should be noted that in order to keep the sensor area unchanged while 
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increasing the pixel size, the sensor resolution had to be decreased to 64×48 pixels (from 
128×96). Hence the size of the images in Figure 63 are actually 4× smaller than that in 
Figure 46. 
 
Figure 63 Sensor output from the revised chip under uniform illumination (a) 
Completely dark condition (b) Under ambient light (c) Under 180klux illumination 
It should be noted that even though redesigning the ADC has produced improved 
results, the images still show vertical lines of fixed pattern noise. In fact, there is one 
particular ADC (out of 8) which is primarily responsible for this noise, with a response 
noticeably brighter than its neighbors. This is mainly because the column line connected 
to the impacted ADC actually contains a test structure designed to feed external voltages 
for ADC testing. Thus this causes a variability in the ADC response due to slightly different 
loading on the column line. In order to improve this noise behavior, we post-process the 
image through a rudimentary interpolation method, which serves to mitigate this issue to a 
large degree, as seen in Figure 64. 
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Figure 64 Sensor output (a) before interpolation (b) after interpolation 
Next, we attempt to use the sensor to capture actual images. In order to do so, we 
require the sensor to be coupled with a lens which will focus an image of the object onto 
the sensor. In order to determine the proper focal length, we first use a F/2.0 aperture 
fisheye lens DSL218A-NIR-F2.0 [85] and couple it with an Arducam 2MP module [86]. 
We then calibrate the lens for proper focal length, and transfer the lens over to our sensor 
module. 
 
Figure 65 (a) Raw grayscale sensor output for circle and vertical line image pattern 
(b) Post-processed black and white image after thresholding 
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Figure 65 shows the sensor outputs for a light circle and a vertical region of 
brightness, captured with the fish-eye lens. While the noise performance and image quality 
are better than before, the performance is still not optimal. However, Figure 65(b) shows 
that threshold-based post processing can be used to produce black and white images where 
the patterns are more visible. It should be mentioned that we have also not been so far able 
to produce more intricate patterns using the sensor, and the challenges related to the sensor 
testing are discussed below. 
5.4.1.1 Imager Performance Testing Challenges 
One of the principal challenges to testing the sensor comes from the optical issues. 
As explained previously, we used a fish-eye lens to determine the focal length. However, 
lenses are typically meant to be used with a specific sensor size. Improper matching of 
sensor and lens would cause optical issues such as vignetting or image cropping. 
 
Figure 66 (a) Proper matching of lens and sensor (b) Vignetting - sensor bigger than 
the lens image circle (c) Image cropping - image circle too big for sensor 
As Figure 66 shows, for proper matching, the sensor diagonal r and the lens image 
circle d must be equal. However, if the sensor is much bigger than the image circle, there 
would be parts of the sensor outside the image circle on which no light would fall, and the 
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sensor output would produce images darkened at the edges. This phenomenon is called 
vignetting, and is shown in  Figure 66(b). On the other hand, if the image circle is much 
bigger than the sensor, the sensor would only capture part of the image, essentially 
cropping the rest of the image out, as shown in Figure 66(c).  
For our sensor, the diagonal length was 1.44mm, while the lens with the smallest 
possible image circle that we could find was 3mm. Figure 67 shows how this crop factor 
would affect the captured image when moving from the 2MP Arducam sensor, which had 
a diagonal length of 4.48mm, to our sensor with a diagonal length of 1.44mm. As can be 
seen from Figure 67(b), the small sensor size causes a severe reduction in the viewing 
angle. Thus the object (the lamp with the pattern) must be placed very accurately in front 
of the lens due to the narrow viewing angle, making alignment difficult. While we have 
tried placing the object further away from the lens in order to facilitate alignment, it was 
found that moving the object further away reduces the intensity of light falling on the 
sensor, thus resulting in the sensor not being able to properly respond to low intensity light. 
 




Figure 68 Light bloom overpowers fine details 
One of the reasons why we have so far been unable to proceed with more complicated 
patterns relates to the light bloom phenomenon, as seen in Figure 68. Essentially, when 
there is a high intensity light source behind an object with fine details, the light source 
shines through and diffuses around the object as if it was not there at all. Therefore when 
we tried to make more complicated patterns on our light source, the light diffused around 
the patterns, and an almost uniform brightness image was captured by our sensor. This 
phenomenon can be counteracted by turning down the light source intensity, but as 
mentioned previously, the sensor then becomes unable to respond to the low intensity light. 
5.4.2 Energy Harvesting and Self Powering Performance 
 
Figure 69 (a) Sensor I-V curve and (b) Generated power for the revised sensor at 
varying brightness levels 
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Figure 69 shows the sensor I-V curve and harvested power for the revised design at 
varying brightness levels. For the maximum brightness level, the revised sensor is able to 
generate 5.8µW of power. Figure 70 compares the I-V characteristics of the revised sensor 
array (18µm pixels) against that of the old design (9µm pixels) at 180klux illumination. 
Even though the open circuit voltage has increased only slightly (from 480mV to 500mV), 
we see a large increase in the short circuit current (14.4µA vs 6.17µA). This increase in 
current capacity causes the maximum power generation to increase by almost 3× to 5.8µW 
(from a previous value of 2.1µW). It should be noted that a 60% increase in fill factor (44% 
FF for 9µm pixel, 70% FF for 18µm pixel) by itself cannot be the sole reason for this large 
increase in power. Reduction of the well effect (Figure 56) by pushing the filler metals 
further away is another important catalyst for the increase in harvesting power. 
 
Figure 70 Comparison of harvested power between the original and revised design 
(180 klux brightness) 
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Figure 71 Breakdown of capture energy and break even point of self-sustained 
operation for revised chip (excluding transmitter overhead) 
In order to investigate the self-powering performance of the revised system, we use 
one of the buck converter outputs (powered by an external source), regulating at 1.2V, to 
power the sensor, ADC, and transmission controller. Using the buck converter to power 
the chip includes the effect of power converter inefficiencies, and emulates realistic 
working conditions. Figure 71 shows the various components of energy for the revised 
testchip excluding the transmitter overhead. Due to the revised ADC architecture, and 
because we had to operate our system from an external clock with a maximum frequency 
of 2 MHz, the frame processing time (excluding transmitter) has increased to 7.5ms. 
However, since the transmission controller now has to deal with a much smaller data 
volume (due to sensor resolution reduction), its architecture can be simplified, which 
results in a considerable reduction in transmission controller energy. Processing a single 
frame consumes 7.51 µJ (compared to the previous value of 10.3 µJ) of dynamic energy, 
after which the system goes into harvesting mode where energy can be harvested from the 
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sensor. Assuming that the sensor can generate energy at the maximum value of 5.8µW, 
and assuming 100% power converter efficiency, our calculations show that the system will 
generate enough energy to process the next frame every 1.30 second, for an effective frame 
rate of 0.77 frames/second. 
 
Figure 72 Harvested/consumed energy against varying frame rate and illumination 
for the revised chip 
Figure 72 shows how the consumed and harvested energy varies with the frame rate 
for the revised chip. Similar to the previous analysis in Figure 51, we include the results 
for varying brightness and consider the effects of transmitter integration. As discussed 
previously, in order to achieve self-sustained operation, we must maintain a frame capture 
interval (the time interval between each frame capture event) longer than 1.3 
seconds/frame. However, if we wish to power the transmitter with the harvested energy as 
well, we must consider an additional 125µJ/frame for transmitter energy. In addition, the 
system must stay awake for 22ms in order to interface with and send the image into the 
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transmitter, which increases the per frame energy consumption to 147µJ. Considering this 
additional transmission energy overhead, our energy neutral frame capture interval 
increases to 25.3 frames/second. We should note that due to reduced sensor resolution, 
there has been a corresponding decrease in the amount of data transmission, and hence 
transmission energy has also decreased compared to the previous iteration of the chip. 
Compared to Figure 51, this represents a significant increase in the self-sustained frame 
rate, primarily owing to the improved harvested power and decreased transmission power. 
Table 12 summarizes the self-powered frame rate data for different illumination levels. 






Maximum Power @ 180 klux 
(µW) 
5.8 5.8 
Maximum Power @ 90 klux 
(µW) 
2.05 2.05 





per frame (µJ)  




TX Controller 0.60 1.75 
Transmitter N/A 125 
Total 7.51 147 
Minimum Frame Capture Time 
(ms) 
7.5 22 
Self-powered frame interval @ 
180 klux (s) 
1.3 25.3 
Self-powered frame interval @ 
90 klux (s) 
3.7 71.7 
Self-powered frame interval @ 
50 klux (s) 
8.4 165 
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5.4.3 Autonomous Operation 
 
Figure 73 Oscilloscope waveform showing energy harvesting with harvesting signal 
generated autonomously from chip (0.2s/div, 0.2V/div for VEH) 
The image sensor SOC is able to operate autonomously by automatically going into 
harvesting mode once it has finished processing a single frame. Figure 73 shows an 
example waveform of the operation. The TX signal represents the transmission (into the 
data acquisition unit) of each 8×8 pixel block. Once all the 48 blocks have been transmitted, 
the system goes into harvesting mode. At this point, the EH signal goes high and the system 
goes into harvesting mode, which causes the voltage at node VEH to increase. Once enough 
energy has been harvested from the chip, processing of the next frame can start. For this 
experiment, the EH signal is generated autonomously from chip but the next frame start 
signal is applied externally. However, the next frame start signal can also be generated 




Figure 74 System operation from buck converter output rail VOUT3, regulating at 
1V (0.2s/div, 1V/div for VOUT3) 
Next, we try to power the sensor and logic using the on-chip power converter. For 
this experiment, we are going to use the third voltage rail, VOUT3, which is always on, to 
power the components on the chip. Figure 74 shows the buck converter operation, 
regulating at a voltage of 1V. The input and supply rail of the buck converter are connected 
to an external 3V power supply. The waveforms demonstrate proper operation even if the 
system is powered by the buck converter; the TX signal shows that the image has been 
processed and transmitted, and the harvesting signal is then generated autonomously. 
5.5 Summary 
This chapter explored the design of a single-chip image sensor node that can capture 
and process images as well as harvest energy from the on-chip pixel array. The initial 
version of the chip generated 2.1µW peak power at 180klux illumination, and demonstrated 
the feasibility of self-powered operation with an effective interval of 4.9 seconds (without 
transmitter) between each frame capture. However, the sensor suffered from severe noise 
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Table 13 Comparison of the sensor with previous work 
Specification [39] [41] [87] [88] 
This work -  
initial 
version 
This work - 
revised 
version 
Array Size 32×32 32×32 32×32 100×90 128×96 64×48 
Pixel Size 
(µm2) 
15×15 54×48 2800×2800 5×5 9×9 18×18 






35.6 nW 2 µW 0.77mW 30 µW 2.1 µW 5.8 µW 
and exhibited low photosensitivity owing to both pixel and ADC design issues. A revised 
version of the chip with modified sensor, ADC and power management unit was later taped 
out. The revised design showed significantly higher maximum power generation of 5.8µW 
due to increased pixel size. Table 13 summarizes the energy harvesting capabilities of the 
sensor and compares against previously published literature. The imaging performance was 
also found to be improved, with the sensor demonstrating lower noise and higher 
photosensitivity; however, capturing an actual pattern on the sensor proved to be 
challenging due to optical issues and still sub-optimal photosensitivity (which can be 
improved by increasing the sensor size to match the lens and switching the technology to 
an image sensor process). Autonomous switching between imaging and harvesting mode, 
as well as operation with the integrated power management unit was demonstrated. In 
conclusion, the presented system demonstrates a proof-of-concept for low energy, self-
powered image processing nodes, and indicates a path towards implementing energy 
autonomous sensors for IoT applications such as remote surveillance and environmental 
monitoring. 
  
1 Imaging photodiode, 2 Harvesting photodiode 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION 
6.1 Dissertation Summary and Contributions 
In this thesis, we investigated sensor integrated processing as a computing paradigm 
for the Internet of Things ecosystem. Transmitting large, unprocessed image data from the 
sensor to the host introduces latencies in the system and decreases energy efficiency by 
dissipating large amounts of transmission energy. Processing image (or at least part of it) 
on the host, however, allows the possibility of in field decision making and can potentially 
reduce the transmission energy to the host. This thesis investigated at the system level the 
implications of coupling sensors to processing engines, and evaluated the presented 
systems in terms of performance, energy efficiency, and accuracy under a variety of 
environmental conditions and constraints. In particular, we studied three types of sensor 
based systems. Initially, we investigated Neurosensor, a 3D-stacked image sensor coupled 
with a 3D integrated neural accelerator based on the Neurocube architecture. Next, we 
extended this architecture to enhance the parallelism of the sensor facilitated by 3D 
integration, and explored processing-in-memory architectures based on emerging devices 
for neural acceleration. Finally, we investigated post silicon results for a 2D image sensor 
SOC and explored power generation and delivery for these low power sensor-based 
systems. 
In CHAPTER 3, we presented the basic architecture of Neurosensor, a 3D stacked 
imager with integrated neural accelerator which can perform in-field neural classification. 
3D stacking helped to create a high fill factor imager by pushing the A/D conversion 
circuitry to the bottom layer, and increased parallelism by dividing the entire system into 
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16 simultaneously operating segments. Two main configurations of the system were 
presented – in one configuration, all synaptic weights were stored in on-chip stacked 
DRAM; in the other configuration, synaptic weights were stored in off-chip DDR3 
memory. A coupled power, performance, thermal and noise model was developed to study 
the various trade-offs among performance, energy efficiency and accuracy involved with 
these systems. The systems were evaluated by implementing four well-known neural 
networks, and the implications of varying bandwidth between the sensor and the host were 
studied in terms of system throughput and energy consumption. The performance and 
energy advantages of 3D integration were made apparent through the much higher 
throughput and lower energy consumption for the stacked DRAM configuration. In 
addition, the concept of partitioned inference was also explored, where part of the DNN 
pipeline is implemented on chip and the partially feature extracted/classified image is then 
transmitted to the host in order to yield maximum energy efficiency (measured using 
throughput to energy ratio). In general, it was found that whenever the DNN contains 
cascaded fully-connected layers (e.g. AlexNet), it is often more advantageous to implement 
only the feature extraction layers on chip, and leave the fully connected layers to be 
processed on the host. Whereas if the network does not contain cascaded fully connected 
layers (e.g. ResNet), implementing the entire DNN on chip provides better energy 
efficiency. A thermal noise model was also developed to investigate the effect of 
temperature induced noise on neural network accuracy, and the trade-offs between system 
throughput and accuracy was investigated. 
CHAPTER 4 extended the Neurosensor concept by exploring highly parallel high 
throughput imagers coupled with ReRAM based processing-in-memory architectures. The 
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basic imager architecture in Neurosensor was still essentially 2D in nature since it 
performed row-wise readout. In this chapter, we introduced a digital pixel with simplified 
in-pixel ADCs. Essentially, the ADCs produced spikes at a rate proportional to the 
photocurrent; the number of spikes produced was then counted by a digital counter, thus 
performing A/D conversion. Since each pixel contained its own dedicated ADC, 
conversion of all the pixels could take place simultaneously. This massive level of 
parallelism enabled the imager to achieve extremely high imaging throughputs (1.7×106 
frames/second maximum theoretical throughput). In addition, this digital sensor also 
allowed performance and power to scale accordingly because of its mostly digital 
architecture. To take advantage of the increased imaging throughput, we investigated 
coupling the sensor with ISAAC, a well-known ReRAM based processing-in-memory 
architecture, and evaluated the system in terms of processing throughput and energy 
consumption. In order to gauge the impact of digital sensors as well as PIM computing, we 
also carried out analysis using a mix-and-match approach among analog/digital sensor and 
ReRAM/digital (Neurosensor) neural accelerator. Our analysis found that although 
classification/feature extraction is generally faster on ISAAC compared to its digital 
counterpart, coupling an analog sensor with ISAAC places an image capture bottleneck, 
thus leading to a decreased throughput. Similarly, coupling the digital sensor with the 
digital accelerator does not provide too much of a performance boost, since the digital 
accelerator is primarily limited by its relatively long processing time. In addition, we found 
that system memory capacity was one of the key determiners of performance for PIM based 
architectures. The performance advantages of PIM can only be utilized if all the synaptic 
weights can be stored on chip; any time the weights have to be fetched from off-chip 
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DRAM, we are not doing processing-in-computing any more, and off-chip memory access 
often entails a drastic drop in energy efficiency. 
CHAPTER 5 presented the design of a 2D image sensor SOC. In addition to the 
standard components in a wireless image sensor node (sensor, ADC, memory, processor 
and transmission controller), the system also contained an integrated power management 
unit whose function was to provide power to the system blocks in imaging mode and 
harvest energy from the image sensor array in harvesting mode. With the overall goal being 
energy neutrality, where the sensor is able to operate based solely on energy harvested from 
the chip, the sensor was found to generate a peak power of 2.1µW, which equates to an 
image capture interval of 4.90 seconds for energy neutral operation (assuming 100% power 
converter efficiency, no transmission overhead, and maximum power point harvesting). 
However, the imaging performance was found to be quite noisy and insensitive to light, 
which made it difficult to gain any meaningful image information from the sensor. Further 
analysis was carried out to identify the main sources of the shortcomings, and a revised 
version of the testchip was taped out which implemented modifications (bigger pixels, high 
threshold harvesting transistor, central ramp generator for ADC) to remedy the above 
problems. The revised testchip showed significantly higher power generation – up to 5.8 
µW, which caused the self-powered frame rate to increase considerably to 1.3 seconds 
(considering no transmission overhead, maximum power point harvesting), and also 
exhibited better photosensitivity in imaging mode which allowed the creation of simple 
patterns using the image sensor. The testchip was also demonstrated to exhibit autonomous 
operation, with the sensor going to the harvesting mode automatically once a captured 
frame had finished processing and transmitting. 
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6.2 Future Work 
There are several open avenues available to continue this research further. As a first 
step, we can extend the work on the PIM architecture in CHAPTER 4. We based our results 
on a relatively simplistic model, as opposed to a detailed cycle level simulator approach 
similar to that carried out with Neurosensor. Developing the model further to include more 
detailed latency and energy information (e.g. latency and energy associated with a crossbar 
operation, eDRAM access, ADC/DAC power, and so on) would serve to provide a more 
accurate estimate of the performance and energy of PIM accelerators. 
One of the main overheads in ReRAM based neural accelerators comes from 
ADC/DAC power. In addition, since the ReRAMs have finite resistance, the wordlines 
require opamp buffers to sink large amounts of current. FeFET based crossbar arrays have 
the potential to be used as memory due to multiple threshold voltage states, do not require 
ADC/DACs, present high (almost infinite) resistance to the wordline driver (thus not 
needing a buffer), and have lower programming energy than ReRAM. Thus replacing the 
ReRAM based PIM computing layer with an FeFET based one has the potential to further 
improve energy efficiency and performance. 
The self-powering analysis in CHAPTER 5 presents an interesting concept towards 
the operation of low power systems where they can be kept functional solely on harvested 
energy (provided the frame rate is kept low). This concept can also be extended to 3D-
stacked sensors integrated with neural accelerators. Since the 3D sensors generally have 
higher fill factor than their 2D counterparts, these systems have even greater potential to 
generate more energy and remain operational with harvested energy. However, since the 
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power consumption of these systems are also typically higher compared to the image sensor 
node, proper analysis needs to be carried out regarding the feasibility of operating 3D 
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